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Ralston, Jeremy P. An Ergonomic Assessment of the Assembly Line Unloading Workstation 

Located in the Finishing Division of Company XYZ 

Abstract 

The presence of certain ergonomic stressors were placing Company XYZ’s Finishing 

Division employees that engaged in manual material handling at the assembly line unloading 

workstation at risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSD’s). Additionally, those MDS’s 

may lead to higher worker compensation insurance premium costs, increased employee illnesses 

and injuries, and an elevated personnel attrition rate.  The purpose of this study was to determine 

if the presence of ergonomic stressors were placing the employees at an increased risk of 

developing MSD’s as well as recommend various engineering and administrative controls which 

may potentially reduce or eliminate adverse conditions.  As evidenced by the results from the 

Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation, and the Liberty 

Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines, it appears that high forces, awkward postures, 

and repetitive movements were present at this workstation.  The recommended solutions 

proposed by this paper included engineering and administrative controls.  One of the engineering 

controls recommended included the redesign of the workstation so as to elevate the shipping 

pallet to reduce the amount of spinal flexion experienced by the workers.  The principal 

administrative control recommended was the implementation of a comprehensive ergonomic 

policy which includes a worker training program and task analysis procedures. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Ergonomics is described by Dempsey, Wogalter, & Hancock (2002) as designing the 

interface of humans and machines to enhance performance.  The principal objective of an 

ergonomic program within a business or industrial setting is to prevent workers from developing 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSD’s).  Organizations may limit its employees’ risk of developing 

MSD’s by reducing exposure to ergonomic stressors.  The primary stressors, which may 

potentially lead to MSD’s, include high forces, awkward postures, and repetitive movements 

(National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health [NIOSH], 1997).  According to the United 

States Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) (2011), MSD’s accounted for at least 30% of all non-

fatal injuries and illnesses in the United States in 2010.  Additionally, in 2010, the occupation 

classification which includes freight, stock, and material movers incurred the highest rate of 

injuries and illnesses as well as the second highest number of MSD’s in the United States.  Based 

on the extent of human-based losses that may be a result from improper design of the workplace, 

it would appear MSD’s are a serious concern for employers as it relates to designing tasks for its 

workers. 

It is reasonable to conclude that a primary cause of MSD’s is frequently traced back to 

manual material handling (MMH) and related tasks.  By its very nature, MMH exposes the 

worker to several of the ergonomic stressors which lead to MSD’s.  MMH is simply moving 

objects without the aid of a power assisted device, including, but is not limited to pushing, 

pulling, grasping, holding, carrying, lifting and manipulating items in the course of a work-

related task.  An organization’s ability to develop and implement an ergonomics program with 

the overall intent to limit employee exposures to MMH is an important objective to reduce work-

place injuries and increase efficiency (NIOSH, 2007). 
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There appears to be conclusive evidence that organizations who fail to control workplace 

injuries should reasonably expect to experience an increase in loss-related expenses.  One of the 

areas for an organization’s bottom line to be negatively affected is in its worker compensation 

(WC) insurance premiums.  According to the State of Wisconsin’s Department of Workforce 

Development (WIDWD) (n.d.), the 2011 WC rate for metal goods manufacturing was $8.05 per 

$100 of payroll.  This means for every $100 the company pays to its employees for wage and 

benefit-related expenditures, an additional $8.05 is paid to the applicable insurance company in 

WC premium.  This metal goods-based WC rate is significantly above the $5.41 average rate for 

all of Wisconsin’s manufacturing industries.  In 2001, the WC rate for metal goods 

manufacturing was $5.12 per $100 of payroll, while the average general manufacturing rate was 

$4.35.  When comparing the 2001 and the 2011 WC rates for metal goods manufacturing, it 

appears that this business sector’s WC rates are increasing in a manner which is outpacing 

general manufacturing.  Because the overall WC premiums are adjusted by applying a modifier 

which is based on that specific organization’s reported injuries, it is important for companies to 

be in constant control of its human-related losses. 

Company XYZ is a producer and retailer of manufactured metal goods and related 

accessories.  This company’s 300,000+ square foot manufacturing and distribution facility is 

located in the upper Midwest region of the United States and employs approximately 340 full-

time and part-time workers.  Employees within this facility are directly involved in every step of 

the manufacturing process.  These duties include unloading raw material from the delivery truck, 

cutting and bending steel tubing and plates, welding, placement of decals and stickers, 

packaging, and loading the products for delivery.  A significant amount of the material handling 

is performed without the aid of equipment and thus must be completed manually. 
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At the final stage of the manufacturing process, the finished product must be removed 

from an overhead assembly line and packaged for shipping.  After emerging from the powder 

coating process, the product is manually removed from the assembly line by a single worker, 

carried to a pallet, and then stacked to prepare such for shipping.  The weight of each product 

ranges from 20 to 80 pounds, depending on the design specifications of the product being 

manufactured.  Workers at the assembly line unloading workstation are typically engaged in this 

task for an eight hour period, do not perform alternate activities during the shift, and work at a 

rate of approximately six to seven pieces per minute.  The substantial weight of the product, 

combined with exposure to repetitive motions and awkward postures are identified as the 

ergonomic stressors which are present at this workstation.  While there are limited reports of 

injuries or MSD’s from employees at the assembly line unloading workstation, a high turnover in 

staffing strongly suggests the presence of ergonomic stressors.  Additionally, the rate of which 

the pieces are returned to the powder coating process due to chipped or scratched paint suggests 

a deficiency in the manual handling procedure of those products.  Therefore, the current 

assembly line unloading workstation design in Company XYZ’s Finishing Division is likely to 

be placing employees who perform manual material handling at risk of developing 

musculoskeletal disorders as well as exposing the company to higher worker compensation costs. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to analyze the current design of the assembly line 

unloading workstation to determine the extent of ergonomic deficiencies and related effects in 

the Finishing Division of Company XYZ. 
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Goals of the Study 

The goal of this study was to determine if conditions at the assembly line unloading 

workstation may lead to musculoskeletal disorders in Company XYZ’s employees.  This was 

accomplished by: 

 Analyzing the assembly line unloading workstation by utilizing various ergonomic 

assessment tools. 

 Reviewing the company’s illness and injury records to determine the extent of reported 

musculoskeletal disorders. 

 Reviewing the company’s worker compensation and personnel records to determine 

insurance premium rates, medical payments, and employee turnover. 

Assumptions of the Study 

For the purposes of this study it was assumed that: 

 Company XYZ collected and maintained accurate data regarding incidences of workplace 

illnesses and injuries, worker compensation records, and personnel attrition rates. 

 Employees performed work-related tasks in a similar manner as when not being 

observed.  

Background and Significance 

An ergonomic analysis of the assembly line unloading workstation in the Finishing 

Division of Company XYZ was conducted as part of the company’s new focus on reducing costs 

associated with work-related injuries and illnesses.  This study possesses the potential to identify 

certain hazardous conditions which may contribute to workers developing MSD’s.  The presence 

of MSD’s in workers could lead to reduced revenue for the company due to increased worker 

compensation claims, higher insurance premiums, reduced product quality, and increased 
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rework.  Additionally, an ergonomically-correct workstation may possess significant potential to 

increase worker efficiency and job satisfaction, which could reduce employee turnover due to the 

stressors which are likely to be occurring with the current task design. 

Definition of Terms 

Abduction. A movement of an extremity away from the body. (Mosby's Dictionary of 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine, 2005). 

Adduction. A movement of an extremity toward the body. (Mosby's Dictionary of 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine, 2005). 

Extension. A movement of a body part which increases the angle of a joint. (Mosby's 

Dictionary of Complementary and Alternative Medicine, 2005). 

Flexion. A movement of a body part which decreases the angle of a joint. (Mosby's 

Dictionary of Complementary and Alternative Medicine, 2005). 

Incident rate.  A rate calculated using a formula to track the occurrence of illnesses and 

injuries. The formula is expressed as: total number of injuries and illnesses in one year, 

multiplied by 200,000, then divided by total number of hours worked by all employees in one 

year (OSHA, 2004a). 

Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD’s). “Disease or syndrome attributed to abnormal 

formation of bones, muscles, ligaments, tendons, and/or other connective tissue” (Cambridge 

Dictionary of Human Biology and Evolution, 2005, para. 1). 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) recordable. A workplace 

illness or injury that causes a worker’s death, a loss of consciousness, time away from work, 

restricted/light duty, job transfer, and/or medical treatment beyond first aid (OSHA, 2004a). 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

The purpose of this study was to analyze conditions at the assembly line unloading 

workstation in Company XYZ’s Finishing Division to determine if such posed an ergonomic risk 

to associated employees.  The presence of manual material handling tasks, as well as other 

ergonomic stressors, is likely placing those employees at risk of developing MSD’s.  This 

chapter will review several major categories of MSD’s, including the corresponding risk factors, 

as well as the direct and indirect impacts that such ailments may inflict on employees and 

organizations.  Additionally, this chapter will discuss the definition, history, and objectives of 

modern-day ergonomic programs as well as highlight several effective systems currently in place 

at leading organizations.  Finally, this chapter will review several ergonomic assessment tools 

and instrumentation devices which are available to analyze various tasks and thus determine the 

presence of certain conditions which may lead to MSD’s, as well as discuss several specific 

methods organizations may employ to assist in limiting its employee’s exposure to identified 

hazards. 

Musculoskeletal Disorders 

There appears to be sufficient evidence to conclude that the prevalence of work-related 

MSD’s constitutes a significant percentage of all employee illnesses and injuries.  As concluded 

by multiple studies, work-related MSD’s are a common occurrence among employees in 

industrialized countries (Deeney& O'Sullivan, 2009; Nordander et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009).  

Nordander et al. (2009) identified and described the symptoms of multiple MSD’s, which are the 

most commonly reported injuries and illnesses among workers who are engaged in repetitive or 

constrained activities within industrialized nations.  The symptoms experienced by workers who 

suffer from MSD’s may vary greatly in severity, frequency, and location, however, there are 
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several common characteristics which employers and employees should be aware.  Workers 

suffering from MSD’s may experience symptoms which include localized pain, stiffness and/or 

inflammation of the tissue surrounding a joint, and tenderness of the tendon at the point where it 

attaches to the skeleton.  Several common forms of MSD’s and associated symptoms, as 

identified by Nordander et al. (2009), include the following: 

 Tension neck syndrome – discomfort, stiffness, and/or fatigue in the cervical region of 

the spine, including pain radiating to the rear of the skull. 

 Cervical syndrome – pain radiating from the cervical area of the spine to the upper 

extremities which may be aggravated by movement; diminished feeling in the fingers and 

hands; reduced muscle strength throughout the upper extremities. 

 Thoracic outlet syndrome – radiating pain or paresthesia (numbness, tingling, and/or 

prickling sensation) in the upper extremities throughout the ulnar nerve; extreme 

tenderness in the brachial plexus nerve bundle. 

 Frozen shoulder – shoulder pain with increasing stiffness in the joint during a three to 

four month time span; reduced ability for shoulder abduction. 

 Acromioclavicular syndrome – palpable tenderness of the tissue surrounding the shoulder 

joint; pain aggravated by shoulder adduction and outward rotation (with 90 degree 

abduction and flexed elbow). 

 Carpal tunnel syndrome – numbness of the hand; paresthesia throughout the median 

nerve; decreased in hand grip strength. 

 Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow and/or wrist – pain and paresthesia throughout the 

ulnar nerve over the cubital tunnel (elbow) and/or Guyon’s tunnel (wrist); reduced ability 

to spread the fingers. 
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The term MSD’s may be a generic phrase used in lieu of officially accepted medical conditions, 

however, it should be recognized as a serious and potentially costly problem confronting 

employers and employees. 

Risk factors.  The research indicates a majority of MSD’s are attributed to three distinct 

risk factors, or ergonomic stressors.  While each risk factor may be independently a source for 

developing a MSD’s, the presence of multiple stressors potentially will enhance the likelihood of 

workers who experience ergonomic-related illnesses or injuries even further.  NIOSH (1997), 

through the comprehensive review of several hundred scientific studies, recognized high forces, 

awkward postures, and repetitive movements as the primary hazardous conditions which may 

lead to workers developing MSD’s.  This study became the foundation for many ergonomic-

related recommendations and is a source utilized by researchers to define the risks associated 

with adverse working conditions which potentially cause workers to develop MSD’s. 

Each of the major risk factors, for which the evidence identifies as presenting a high 

correlation of workers who engage in these activities to develop MSD’s, are defined by the 

NIOSH (1997) study.  High forces, while difficult to quantify due to the varying capabilities of 

each worker and the specific portion of the body utilized to complete the required work-related 

task, may be described as forceful or strenuous exertion.  An awkward posture also depends on 

the particular body part engaged in the task.  However, any activity that places the body in such a 

manner which is a moderate or extreme deviation from its neutral position is considered to be an 

awkward posture.  Repetitive motions engage a part of the body in a frequent or cyclical motion, 

typically with a brief amount of time between cycles.  The three previously discussed ergonomic 

risk factors are not an exhaustive list and there are other additional conditions, such as vibration 
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exposure, extreme temperatures, as well as the worker’s personal physical abilities, which could 

contribute to the prevalence of MSD’s (NIOSH, 1997). 

Even with the apparent ambiguity of medical testing and worker self-descriptions of 

physical symptoms, such methods continue to be the most reliable manner of describing the risks 

linked to developing MSD’s.  However, there are other less tangible manifestations of MSD-

related symptoms which are reported by employees.  According to Deeney & O'Sullivan (2009) 

and NIOSH (1997) psychosocial risk factors could manifest as physical symptoms of MSD’s.  

The studies suggest that the perceived stress an employee experiences due to an imbalance 

between his or her personal abilities and the task requirements, the lack of job satisfaction, and 

the individual worker’s personality characteristics may exacerbate MSD-related symptoms that 

are already present.  Additionally, these psychosocial risk factors may be manifested as 

symptoms of MSD’s, even when no ergonomic stressors were apparent.  NIOSH (1997) 

identifies four plausible explanations for psychosocial factors which cause workers to experience 

MSD-related symptoms.  First, and possibly the most reasonable, workers who are under a great 

deal of stress may experience an increased amount of tension which could potentially translate 

into muscle fatigue and therefore be expressed as a MSD symptom.  Second, workers who 

previously acquired skills or knowledge, through ergonomic-based training or education, would 

be cognizant of MSD-related symptoms and therefore possess an increased likelihood to report a 

problem.  Third, an initial physical injury with genuine pain may elicit a dysfunctional 

psychological response which causes the worker to continually experience chronic discomfort, 

even though the injury physically healed.  Finally, changes in the actual work environment may 

cause simultaneous MSD-related symptoms and psychosocial stress due to physical and 

psychological demands of the new task.  Psychosocial risk factors add another layer of 
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complexity for employers to be aware of when attempting to design an ergonomic-based 

program that limits employee’s exposure to conditions which are most likely to cause MSD’s. 

Costs of MSD’s.  An examination of the related literature reveals that the cost of MSD-

related illnesses and injuries to business and industry is staggering.  In the United States, from 

2004 through 2010, MSD’s accounted for approximately 30 percent of all reported, non-fatal 

injuries annually (BLS, 2011).  The expense of MSD-related illnesses and injuries add up to a 

significant amount of money in direct medical costs and higher worker compensation (WC) 

premiums, as well as potentially leading to indirect losses such as employee absenteeism, worker 

turnover, and reduced productivity.  The United States Bone and Joint Initiative (USBJI) (2011) 

estimated that in 2006, the costs to business and industry for direct MSD-related expenses such 

as medical care and WC payments were approximately $576 billion and the indirect costs 

associated with employee absenteeism, worker turnover, and reduced productivity were nearly 

$373 billion.  This equates to over $949 billion dollars spent annually in the United States due to 

MSD-related illness and injuries. 

A closer review of the data provided by the BLS (2011) of all non-fatal incidents finds 

the job classification, which includes material movers, experienced a consistently higher number 

of injuries and illnesses.  The overall number of non-fatal injuries and illnesses in 2007 reached a 

staggering 80,000 individual cases in private industry.  By 2010, the number of illnesses and 

injuries for the identical job classification dropped to slightly over 65,000 individual cases in 

private industry.  While this indicates an overall reduction of work-related illness and injuries 

within the United States, it is still significantly higher than the next job classification, which 

includes nursing aides and orderlies, at slightly above 53,000 individual cases (BLS, 2011).  

Further analysis of the 2010 numbers reveals that the job classification which includes material 
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movers is identified as experiencing the second highest number of reported MSD-related 

illnesses and injuries at approximately 23,400 cases.  This is second only to nursing aids, 

orderlies and attendants which experienced approximately 27,000 reported MSD-related illness 

and injury cases during the same period.  Within all job classifications, whether such were 

located in government and/or private industry, repetitive motion illnesses and injuries are 

reported as incurring the highest number of days away from work, at 24 days per incident (BLS, 

2011).  While the figures suggest that repetitive motion and MSD-related illnesses and injuries 

present a significant concern for all workers, regardless of job classification and occupational 

sector, this information is based solely on the data collected and does not include the number of 

unreported cases of human-based losses. 

In addition to direct medical costs and the human-based losses related to MSD’s, WC 

insurance is another expense incurred by organizations.  WC insurance is mandated by state and 

federal statutes for all private business as well as local, state and federal governmental agencies.  

The State of Wisconsin Office of the Commissioner of Insurance (WIOCI) is the governmental 

agency charged with the oversight of the WC insurance program.  According to the WIOCI 

(2012), WC insurance is the responsibility of employers and it is intended to provide financial 

assistance and medical services to employees who are injured while performing work-related 

duties.  WC, in place since 1911, is meant to serve as the sole remedy for workers against the 

employer for injuries sustained while on the job.  With few exceptions all organizations, private 

and public, are required to purchase WC insurance or self-insure to satisfy the legal requirements 

established by the state and federal laws (WIOCI, 2012).  If an organization fails to obtain WC 

insurance, and are statutorily required to carry the coverage, it may be fined at least the cost of 

the premiums owed during the uninsured period.  In addition to the fines levied, a company may 
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be required to reimburse the WC program for all benefits paid out in the course of covering an 

injured employee (WIOCI, 2012).   Therefore, regardless of the organization’s philosophy 

towards establishing and maintaining a health and safety program, there is a minimum amount of 

coverage that is mandatory for employers to ensure the welfare of its workers. 

WC insurance is structured in such a manner which may be a motivator for employers to 

be cognizant of and be proficient with controlling its work-related illnesses and injuries. The WC 

insurance premium rate for an organization is partially based on its industry classification, which 

is ultimately determined by the perceived risk associated with that type of business.  

Additionally, the State of Wisconsin’s WC insurance program allows for organizations who 

maintain a lower-than-industry average of work-related illnesses and injuries an opportunity to 

experience a discount on its premiums through the experience rating plan (ERP) (WIOCI, 2012).  

An ERP uses the actual loss-based information from that specific organization to be applied to 

the WC rate as a modifier with the potential to decrease the company’s insurance premium.  

Conversely, if the organization reports a higher-than-industry average of work-related illnesses 

and injuries, it potentially will be required to pay a significantly increased amount in WC 

insurance premiums (WIOCI, 2012).  It would appear that an organization possesses the ability 

to decrease the financial burden of WC insurance premiums by recognizing and controlling 

work-related illnesses and injuries. 

Direct financial costs in the form of medical payments and higher WC insurance 

premiums are not the only expenses related to work-related MSD’s.  High employee turnover is a 

realistic expectation for organizations whose employees experience any of the ergonomic 

stressors previously mentioned.  Regardless if personnel leave the workforce due directly to an 

injury or illness or if an employee resigns due to adverse working conditions, the expense 
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associated with replacing that worker is comparable.  According to the study conducted by 

O'Connell and Mei-Chuan (2007), in which the BLS was cited, the average direct cost to replace 

a manufacturing employee is slightly under $14,000.  This figure does not account for the 

indirect costs associated with losing a worker due to lower morale, which may result in an 

increased burden on existing employees and the lost experience could potentially cause process 

inefficiency.  The frequency of employee turnover is potentially an indicator for organization to 

be conscious of when tasks are analyzed to determine if workers are exposed to various 

ergonomic stressors. 

History of Modern Ergonomics 

Ergonomics is a term that may be defined differently by the general public as well as 

professionals within the health and safety field.  The word “ergonomics” is a combination of the 

ancient Greek words ergos (meaning work) and nomos (meaning natural law) and based on one 

straightforward definition that is recognized for the purposes of this paper, it may be described 

simply as designing the interface of humans and machines to enhance performance (Dempsey, 

Wogalter, & Hancock, 2002).  Christensen (1976) asserts there appears to be archeological 

evidence that pre-historic humans fashioned and used tools, such as stone blades and deer 

antlers, which were modified specifically so as to be easily wielded by hand or would enable the 

worker to efficiently complete a task.  While ergonomics was present throughout human history, 

modern ergonomics did not emerge until the early and mid-twentieth century with the 

establishment of several professional ergonomic organizations and societies (Christensen, 1976; 

Galley, n.d.; Stanton & Stammers, 2008). 

Throughout human history, the field of ergonomics evolved and was applied to 

workplace conditions utilizing methods which were dependent on the technological proficiency 
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and needs of the organization.  Christensen (1976) indicates that prior to the 1930’s, the general 

focus of employers was on selecting employees to fit the task, however by the end of World War 

II, the United States government officially recognized the value in designing the task to 

accommodate the worker.  In the 1940’s and 1950’s, the world witnessed a significant focus on 

ergonomics from both government and private industry.  The United States Department of 

Defense established research facilities across many of its branches which were specializing in the 

development of ergonomic-based solutions.  The International Ergonomics Association, a 

professional organization comprised of many individual federated and associated societies, was 

established in 1958 and focused on the physical welfare, productivity, and the psychological 

demands on workers (Galley, n.d.).  As technology advances and with it the understanding of 

certain capabilities and limitations of the human body, the utilization of ergonomic solutions may 

play a vital role in an organization’s ability to solve the problem of human-based losses. 

Ergonomic Program Objectives 

It would appear reasonable to assert that each business must realize its own specific 

objectives and reasons to establish and maintain an effective ergonomics program.  However, 

regardless of specific goals and objectives, the main focus will predominantly be to reduce 

human-based losses and associated costs to the organization.  The reduction of human-based 

losses may be accomplished by two approaches.  First, by reducing direct and indirect costs 

associated with MSD’s, such as medical payments and reduced production respectively.  The 

second approach is to increase process efficiency by improving the interface between the worker 

and the task environment.  A successful ergonomic program is one that is able to accomplish 

MSD-related illness and injury reduction while increasing worker efficiency. 
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An apparent leader in the employee health and safety field is 3M, which established an 

ergonomics program over 30 years ago and quickly recognized the benefits (3M, n.d.; Larson & 

Wick, 2012).  3M is a global technology-based company with at least 84,000 employees and 

over $30 billion in annual sales (3M, 2011).  The 3M ergonomic program objectives are to 

improve the process efficiency, performance, health, and job satisfactions of employees while 

limiting the company’s exposure to increased costs of work-related illnesses and injuries (3M, 

n.d.).  In 1990, 3M compiled all relevant loss data and discovered that MSD’s accounted for 39 

percent of OSHA recordables, and 63 percent of all instances when workers were unable to 

immediately return to their duties after an injury or illness.  After establishing and maintaining a 

quality ergonomics program, 3M noticed a steady decrease in the frequency and severity of 

reported MSD-related illnesses and injuries in 120 worksites across the world.  Within a five 

year span from 2003 through 2008, 3M’s domestically-based facilities experienced a reduction in 

the occurrence of ergonomic-related injuries and illnesses after implementation of this program.  

The study found the incident rate (frequency) decreased from approximately 1.8 to 1.2 and the 

days away (severity) decreased significantly from over 80 to slightly above 20 days away per 

injury or illness event (3M, n.d.).  3M anticipates consistent results in the reducing MSD-related 

injuries and illnesses as evidenced by its philosophy of continuous improvement.  Based on the 

continuance of such a program, it is reasonable to assume that 3M values its ergonomic-based 

approach to decrease occurrences of MSD’s within its organization. 

Another leader in the employee health and safety field is Dow Chemical.  According to 

its website, Dow (2011) is a worldwide organization with over 52,000 employees in 36 

countries, and annual sales revenue exceeding $60 billion from its 5,000 products in the fields of 

agriculture, plastics, chemical, electronics, and advanced materials.  In 1994, Dow embarked on 
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a 10-year mission to reduce its reportable illness and injury rates by 90 percent.  In order to 

assess the performance of this approach, OSHA commissioned a study of Dow’s Six Sigma-

based ergonomic program (OSHA, 2004b).  Dow applied this system to its Dow Design and 

Construction (DDC) business unit in 2000.  By using the Six Sigma-based approach to 

ergonomic risk reduction, results were immediately realized and the overall hazards were 

reduced by 63 percent within DDC.  During the final two years of the 10-year mission, the 

number of ergonomic-based injuries, which required lost time or days away from work, dropped 

from 53 percent in 2001 to 30 percent in 2003.  Dow invested significantly in the Six Sigma-

based employee health and safety program for the DDC and by all indications, will continue to 

utilize this proven approach and expand such throughout the entire company. 

Each organization will use a different human-based loss reduction approach depending 

on its specific set of circumstances.  For example, an ergonomics program will differ greatly 

between an office setting with numerous computer workstations and a manufacturing facility 

which is engaged in manual material handling.  The office ergonomic program may be simply 

limited to a workstation design system or basic ergonomic training for personnel which will 

promote efficient interface between the employee and the computer (Mahmud, Kenny, Zein, & 

Hassan, 2011).  However, it would be reasonable for a manufacturing facility to establish a 

comprehensive ergonomics program which may include approaches to process redesign, utilizing 

power-assisted lifting devices, and/or instituting a physical training routine in an effort to reduce 

work-related MSD’s (Hess & Hecker, 2003; Mallon, 2012; Nussbaum & Chaffin, 1999).  

Regardless of the specific ergonomic risk factors which are present within an organization, 

implementing and maintaining a quality system may reduce the employee’s likelihood of 

developing MSD’s. 
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In order for a company to initiate and continue an effective and ultimately advanced 

ergonomic program, several necessary traits must be present within the organization. The 

successes experienced by 3M may be attributed to the evolution of a microergonomic system, 

which focuses on solving individual problems, to a macroergonomics program that involves a 

strategic integration of ergonomics into other business objectives (Larson & Wick, 2012).  

Mallon (2012) proposes an organization in the early stages of developing an ergonomic program, 

described as the reactive phase, will be primarily concerned with ending the condition that 

caused the illness or injury and treating the worker’s medical needs.  The next evolution of the 

ergonomic program is the preventative phase, identified as the organization’s attempt to fit the 

worker with the job or alter the employee’s behavior in order to minimize MSD’s.  The proactive 

phase is one that organizations are involved in studying the risks of a task and attempt to modify 

the conditions in order to reduce the ergonomic stressors.  Finally, Mallon (2012) recognizes 

several minimum requirements of an advanced ergonomic program which includes maintaining 

accurate records, utilizing a task assessment tool, implementing engineering controls based on 

workers’ capabilities, establishing administrative rules to direct employee behavior, and, 

eventually as an ultimate goal, utilizing ergonomics-based information when designing the 

individual equipment, entire processes, or even in the planning a facility’s layout.  While it may 

not be practical for all organizations to immediately establish an ergonomics program at an 

advanced level, it is certainly feasible to initiate a system and strive to continually improve on 

the process. 

Ergonomic Assessment Tools 

There are a wide variety of qualitative, quantitative, and hybrid assessment tools 

available to assess an organization’s ergonomic needs.  Qualitative tools such as screening 
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checklists and employee surveys are a subjective method of compiling preliminary information 

on potential ergonomic risks.  Quantitative tools, similar to the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation, 

utilize actual measurements to determine ergonomic risks and are reasonably objective in data 

analysis (NIOSH, 1994).  Hybrid (qualitative and quantitative) assessment tools, equivalent to 

The Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines and the Ergonomics Task Analysis 

Worksheet, use a combination of objective and subjective data gathering techniques to determine 

ergonomic risks.  According to Village, Backman, & Lacaille, (2008) an organization should 

evaluate several criteria when determining which ergonomic assessment tool fits its needs, 

including the nature of the task being analyzed, proficiency of the evaluator, and capabilities of 

its workers. 

The NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation is a formula which is based on a meta-analysis 

completed to further refine the current guidelines (NIOSH, 1994).  This assessment method is 

designed to be applied to tasks with the intent on determining the maximum recommended 

weight an employee should be required to lift during the completion of a particular activity.  The 

quantity is expressed as the recommended weight limit (RWL) which is factored by the equation 

RWL = LC x HM x VM x DM x AM x FM x CM.  Additionally, the assessment tool will assist 

in determining the amount of stress the worker experiences while performing the task.  This 

stress is expressed as the lifting index (LI) and it represents the ratio of the actual weight lifted 

(L) during the task and the RWL which is factored by completing the following equation LI = L / 

RWL.  Research performed by Waters, Lu, Piacitelli, Werren, and Deddens (2011) indicated 

lifting-related tasks with a LI above 1.0 places workers engaged in such activities at an increased 

risk of developing a MSD-related illness or injury. 
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NIOSH (1994) established certain procedures for completing the lifting equation and that 

the data collection phase of the assessment must be conducted in a manner to ensure accurate 

measurements.  Initially, the evaluator will establish if the activity is a single or multi-task lift.  

The multi-task version of the equation is utilized when a portion of the lifting activity varies 

significantly from other steps in the process.  For the purposes of this study, only the single-task 

version of the equation will be reviewed for analyzing lifting-related activities.  A review of the 

procedures for the single-task assessment version of the equation clarifies that a lifting activity is 

separated into two stages.  Each phase is analyzed individually, obtaining two RWL and LI 

values for the single activity.  The first phase of the analysis is conducted when the object is 

initially lifted and the equation is again applied to the second stage of the task when the item is 

placed upon the destination surface. 

Initially, NIOSH (1994) instructs that the individual components of the equation must be 

defined.  As previously stated, L represents the weight of the actual object lifted during the task.  

The load constant (LC) remains unchanged regardless of the task and is always expressed as a 

value of 51.  H denotes the horizontal distance measurement of the hands in relation to the center 

point between the worker’s ankles at the initial phase of the lift as well as at the end phase of the 

activity.  The horizontal multiplier (HM) value is calculated by the following equation HM = 10 / 

H.  V represents the vertical measurement of the hands in relation to the surface from which the 

object is lifted at the initial phase of the lift.  The vertical multiplier (VM) is the product of the 

equation VM = 1 – (.0075 |V - 30|).  D represents a measurement value of vertical distance 

traveled by the object during the lift.  The distance multiplier (DM) is calculated by the formula 

DM =  .82 + (1.8 / D).  A represents the asymmetric angle measurement of spinal twisting the 

worker’s body experiences during the lifting activity.  The asymmetric multiplier (AM) is 
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calculated by the formula AM = 1 – (.0032A).  F represents the frequency of lifts per minute 

involved in the task.  The frequency multiplier (FM) is a product of the frequency of the lifts, 

duration of the activity, and the V value which is determined by applying such to the NIOSH-

supplied table.  The coupling modifier (CM) is calculated by evaluating the hands’ grip to the 

lifted object which is expressed as good, fair, or poor (definitions provided by NIOSH) and 

applying the results to the V value through a NIOSH-provided chart.  Once all values of the 

components are ascertained, the equation is calculated by multiplying the numbers with each 

other in order to define the RWL.  The RWL will then be applied to the formula to obtain the LI.  

Finally, the results will be interpreted and applied to the NIOSH-recommended standards to 

determine the level of risk an employee is exposed to while engaged in the lifting task. 

In order to be as accurate as possible, the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation assumes 

several optimal working conditions.  The assumptions include lifting with two hands, task 

performance for eight hours or less, no seated or kneeling activities, not working in a restricted 

space, the lifted object is stable, there is no pushing, pulling or carrying involved in the task, no 

high speed (faster than 30 inches per second) lifting, and the work environment is between 66 

and 79 degrees Fahrenheit (NIOSH, 1994).  The NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation is a relatively 

complex tool and requires an experienced employee to ensure accurate results.  Even with its 

limitations, the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation may be a beneficial tool to an organization 

with regard to establishing certain guidelines for lifting-related tasks. 

Another tool useful in analyzing tasks for adverse conditions which may lead to MSD’s is 

The Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines.  This tool was developed by the 

Liberty Mutual Research Institute for Safety (LMRIS),  which is commonly referred to as the 

Snook Tables after co-developer Stover Snook, to provide a guideline when determining the 
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employee’s ability to push, pull, lift, lower, and carry objects (LMRIS, 2004).  The tables, which 

are separated by gender, help determine what percent of the population will likely be able to 

perform the activity being analyzed with the objective to assist in designing a task to 

accommodate the widest range of employees possible.  According to the research Snook 

conducted and cited for development of these guidelines, up to two-thirds of low back injuries 

may be prevented by designing a workstation in order to provide that at least 75 percent of the 

female population completing the task falls within these recommendations (LMRIS, 2004).  The 

Snook Tables are relatively simple to use, but a small amount of ergonomic training or 

experience is beneficial to effectively utilize this assessment tool. 

There are a myriad of quick-analysis worksheets available for analyzing a task for 

ergonomic stressors, however several are more thorough and therefore provide a greater amount 

of assessment-orientated information.  The Ergonomics Task Analysis Worksheet (ETAW) (see 

Appendix A) was developed by the Great American Insurance Company (GAIC) to assist 

organizations to identify and evaluate tasks for conditions which cause MSD’s.   The worksheet 

provides several sections, which correspond with the NIOSH-recognized risk factors that lead to 

MSD’s and categorizes the conditions as ideal, warning level, and take action.  The evaluator 

conducting the analysis is instructed to observe the task being performed (obtaining a video 

record for later playback and reference is recommended) and compare the conditions present to 

the provided descriptions.  Once the task is analyzed, an action plan is recommended to be 

established for all conditions falling into the take action category.  Additionally, the ETAW 

provides a section to record the type of control implemented and the cost associated with those 

solutions.  The ETAW’s comprehensive sections that identifies many of the ergonomic stressors 
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which may lead workers to develop MSD-related illness and injuries, coupled with the simplicity 

of its operation, provides for a versatile and effective ergonomic assessment tool. 

Utilizing various ergonomic assessment tools is only a partial step in analyzing a task for 

ergonomic stressors.  Charlton & O'Brien (2002) recommend that in order to collect quantifiable 

information, employing certain instrumentation such as thermometers to measure temperature, 

goniometers to determine the angle of joints, and a tape measure to obtain linear dimensions is 

necessary.  The goniometer is an effective device utilized to measure joint angles which are 

created during various motions of the human body (Kolber & Hanney, 2012).  Additionally, 

Kociolek and Keir (2010) concluded that utilizing a digital video recording device to create still 

and motion pictures for review and playback during the task assessment phase is an efficient 

method to analyze conditions for ergonomic stressors.  It is reasonable to conclude that when 

coupled with assessment tools, certain instrumentation is a valuable addition to the ergonomic 

task analysis process. 

Ergonomic Illness/Injury Prevention Approaches 

As previously stated, there appears to be sufficient evidence which proposes that an 

organization’s ability to implement and manage an effective ergonomics program may reduce the 

prevalence of MSD’s in the workplace and consequently, limit its exposure to increased 

expenses related to such.  While there are numerous potential exposure hazards, types of MSD’s, 

and assessment methods, many different approaches and methods are available to control the 

risks and reduce the potential for MSD-related illnesses and injuries.  Engineering controls are 

such that alter the environment in a manner to reduce the worker’s exposure to hazards, while 

administrative-based solutions attempt to alter employees’ behavior to comply with established 

standards.  Each organization may determine a course of action and develop a program specific 
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to the needs and requirements based on its individual characteristics (Kennedy et al., 2010; 

Mallon, 2012).  Discussed below are several ergonomic programs and approaches which, as the 

evidence indicates, are effective in reducing the hazards associated with MSD development. 

With an overwhelming number of ergonomic programs and approaches which are 

available today, it is understandable that an organization may be unsure which ergonomic control 

methods are effective.  A comprehensive study conducted by Kennedy et al. (2010) 

systematically reviewed over 15,000 articles and academic papers based on ergonomic 

prevention programs.  During the course of the review, Kennedy et al, (2010) excluded all but 36 

studies due to relevance and quality of the methodology used during the research.  The remaining 

articles were analyzed for evidence where MSD prevention approaches were the most effective.  

The conclusions reached in this study indicated that workstation design (engineering controls) 

coupled with ergonomic training for workers (administrative solutions) were the most effective 

in producing a positive change in symptoms of MSD’s (Kennedy et al., 2010).  This study 

proposes that an ergonomically correct workstation, combined with providing the knowledge of 

safe and efficient work habits to employees, will provide the greatest results to reduce MSD-

related symptoms. 

There are a multitude of approaches utilized to control ergonomic stressors which may be 

present at a workstation.  However, there are several methods commonly used when the presence 

of MMH handling is potentially exposing an organization’s workers to MSD’s.  A particular 

engineering control, which may limit employees’ exposure to MMH tasks, is the implementation 

of mechanical devices designed to assist the worker in lifting-related activities.  However, 

evidence suggests that these devices possess unique characteristics which could potentially 

expose the employee to additional ergonomic stressors.  The utilization of a power-assisted 
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device to reduce the weight stress which is placed upon the worker may negatively impact the 

productivity of the workstation due to the extra time required to manipulate the controls.  To 

negate the potential for reduced productivity, an automated system may be implemented to 

control the pacing of the task.  The conditions present in an automated pacing system coupled 

with a power-assisted device, according to Nussbaum & Chaffin (1999), may expose the worker 

to ergonomic stressors associated with MSD’s.  The study conducted by Nussbaum & Chaffin 

(1999) concluded that an automated pacing system where workers utilize a material handling 

manipulator may pose similar adverse conditions as when no mechanical device is present.  

While the level of weight stress is reduced on the individual worker, the effect of an automated 

process places an increased amount of forces on the hands used to manipulate the device, as well 

as lateral and sheer forces on the spine in order for the employee to maintain the predetermined 

production pace.  When the automated pacing system is replaced with a self-paced process, the 

evidence indicates a reduction in the MSD-related stressors (Nussbaum & Chaffin, 1999).  If an 

organization’s ergonomic program includes implementing power-assisted devices in its manual 

material handling tasks, it must resist the temptation to increase efficiency by establishing a 

pacing standard which may expose the worker to additional hazardous conditions. 

A significant administrative solution which is associated with a successful ergonomics 

program is the inclusion of employees.  Larsson & Nordholm (2008) assert employees view 

themselves as the primary individual responsible for MSD’s and generally do not hold employers 

accountable.  This attitude should be capitalized on by employers to foster engagement of the 

employee to participate in an ergonomic program.  The evidence displays an organization that 

includes employees in the development and continued operation of an ergonomic program will 

improve the communication between management and staff, as well as provide for an effective 
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approach to minimize the prevalence of MSD’s (Boynton & Darragh, 2008; Laing et al., 2007; 

Wells, 2009).  Employees could be considered one of the most valuable resources a company 

possesses to produce its products and services and such workers should be called upon to assist 

the organization in establishing programs with the intent of preventing MSD-related illness and 

injuries due to adverse working conditions. 

By combining employee involvement and ergonomic training with the goal to reduce the 

prevalence and severity of MSD in the workplace, establishing a pre-shift stretching routine for 

personnel engaged in MMH is a reasonable administrative solution. The research conducted by 

Hess and Hecker (2003) asserts that a pre-shift stretching routine, consisting of specific criteria, 

may reduce the MSD-related symptoms experienced by employees.  The research suggests that 

employing a stretching program which targets the specific area of the body exposed to 

ergonomic stressors as part of the work-related task is the most effective.  Additionally, a 

preliminary warm-up routine consisting of aerobic activity, such as walking in place, prior to the 

stretching routine may be beneficial (Hess & Hecker, 2003).  Not all types of stretching are 

recommended and only certain methods are suggested.  For example, the ballistic technique, 

where the muscle is bounced while stretched, is not recommended and may cause injury.  The 

preferred technique is the static stretching method and is safe and effective as well as simple to 

learn and perform.  The pre-shift stretching routine is optimized when performed at least two or 

three days per week and coordinated by trained professionals.  Each stretch, that targets the 

muscle group which is at the greatest risk of injury, should be held for 15 to 30 seconds and 

repeated three to four times (Hess & Hecker, 2003).  A pre-shift stretching routine, which 

requires an up-front investment in time and resources, may benefit the organization in reduced 

occurrence and severity of work-related MSD’s for employees who engage in MMH tasks. 
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Summary 

There is sufficient evidence to indicate that quality ergonomic programs are an important 

part of an organization’s attempt to limit its exposure to human-based losses due to the presence 

of MSD’s within its workforce.  With the increasing costs of healthcare and the pressure for an 

organization to continuously streamline its operating expenses, an effective ergonomics program 

may potentially be a vital method of reducing costs and increasing worker efficiency.  Even the 

humanitarian point of view deserves consideration in developing an ergonomics program.  In the 

increasingly competitive business world, the approach in which an organization sets itself apart 

from others by recognizing the importance of employee’s health may lead to the attraction of 

higher quality personnel. 

Hazardous conditions such as high forces, awkward postures, lengthy exposure time, and 

repetitive movements may lead to workers to develop MSD’s.  While there are a multitude of 

ergonomic assessment tools available, this paper highlighted the NIOSH Revised Lifting 

Equation, Snook Tables, and the ETAW as the methods that are effective and relatively easy to 

use.  If these assessment tools are properly utilized in conjunction with accurate instrumentation 

and the high risk tasks identified, the controls implemented may reduce the occurrence of MSD’s 

as well as potentially increase the efficiency of the workstation.  When MSD’s are reduced and 

the workstation efficiency is increased, it is reasonable to conclude the organization’s loss-based 

expenses will decrease and its worker’s efficiency will be enhanced. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 

The purpose of this study was to analyze conditions at the assembly line unloading 

workstation in Company XYZ’s Finishing Division to determine if such posed an ergonomic risk 

to associated employees.  In order to collect a reasonably sufficient quantity of information, with 

the goal of determining the level of risk in relation to ergonomic stressors present at this 

workstation, several data collection methods and assessment tools were employed.  This chapter 

will review the subject selection process, the instrumentation utilized for data collection, which 

assessment tools were employed, as well as outline the methods developed for administration of 

this analysis.  Additionally, this chapter will discuss the limitations of this study. 

Subject Selection and Description 

The sample population of this study is limited to individuals tasked with removing a 

manufactured metal product from an overhead conveyor line and stacking such on a shipping 

pallet.  The assembly line unloading workstation is divided into two substations which are 

staffed by one employee each and are supplied finished product from a single overhead conveyor 

line.  For the purposes of this study, Substation A was designated as the first location to receive 

manufactured metal products from the overhead conveyor.  Substation B was the second location 

to receive manufactured metal products from the overhead conveyor.  The employees in the 

Finishing Division of Company XYZ alternate among several locations, including the assembly 

line unloading workstation.  Workstation designations are typically assigned at the beginning of 

each shift based on the seniority of the workers.  Due to the limited production capacity of this 

facility, only two workers were engaged in this activity during the data collection phase of this 

analysis.  The worker located at Substation A was a 33 year-old male, approximately 160 pounds 
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and five feet, ten inches tall.  Substation B’s worker was a 36 year-old male, approximately 210 

pounds and five feet, 11 inches tall. 

Instrumentation 

In the initial stages of the ergonomic analysis of the assembly line unloading workstation, 

digital video, still photographic images, temperature readings, object mass, as well as linear and 

angular measurements were obtained by utilizing the following instrumentation: 

 Digital camera and video recorder – devices used to capture still and moving images. 

 Tape measure – a tool which measures linear distances. 

 Infrared thermometer – a device which measures the level of thermal radiation produced 

by an object. 

 Manual goniometer – a protractor-type tool which is used to determine the angle of the 

body’s joints. 

 Single axial force gauge – a device which measures the amount of force required to move 

or lift an object. 

Ergonomic Assessment Tools 

The second phase of data collection for this study involved the utilization of three 

ergonomic assessment tools to ascertain if the workstation contained adverse conditions which 

may potentially cause workers to develop MSD’s.  The ergonomic assessment tools utilized for 

this study were the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation, 

and the Snook Tables.  The ETAW was utilized as a preliminary analysis to determine if adverse 

conditions were present within the assembly line unloading workstation and highlight those areas 

which may pose the highest risk associated with employees developing MSD’s.  Subsequently, 

the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation was administered to determine the extent of risk associated 
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with the task and established the recommended weight that the workers should be allowed to lift 

during the completion of this activity.  Finally, the Snook Tables were utilized to highlight the 

adverse conditions present at the workstation by identifying the limited percentage of the human 

population that could safely complete the task.  Additionally, the Snook Tables were utilized to 

establish a guideline for recommendations when redesigning the assembly line unloading 

workstation to accommodate a larger percentage of workers, while simultaneously decreasing the 

employee’s exposure to adverse ergonomic conditions. 

Data Collection Procedures 

The following procedures were utilized to collect the necessary data for the purposes of 

an ergonomic analysis of the assembly line unloading workstation: 

1) An appointment with Company XYZ’s was coordinated with the safety and health 

manager, production supervisor, and human resources office to determine an appropriate 

time to conduct the study. 

2) Approximately 30 minutes of video and 25 still photographs of the workstation were 

obtained from various angles of workers performing the task.  

3) Workstation measurements were acquired on-site by utilizing a tape measure, an infrared 

thermometer, and a single axial force gauge.  Linear measurements were documented in 

feet and inches, temperature readings were recorded in degrees Fahrenheit, and objects’ 

mass were obtained in pounds. 

4) The video and photographic images were reviewed to determine the workers’ body 

positioning, joint angles, and task-cycle rates. 

5) The data was applied to ETAW, NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation, and Snook Tables. 
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6) Several years of pertinent records were reviewed to obtain relevant information regarding 

worker compensation premium payments, medical claims, illness and injury reports, as 

well as employee staffing levels and attrition rates. 

Video and photographic images collection procedures.  The digital video recorder was 

affixed to the top of a five foot tripod and positioned at ground level approximately 25 feet from 

the assembly line unloading workstation in such a manner to include both substations within its 

unobstructed field of view.  Still photographic images were manually obtained utilizing a digital 

camera from multiple angles and distances throughout various stages of the task. 

Workstation measurement procedures.  The workstation environmental conditions 

were obtained utilizing various instrumentations.  Linear dimensions were acquired using a tape 

measure and recorded in feet and inches.  Temperature readings were acquired by utilizing an 

infrared thermometer by aiming the laser at sample of three manufactured metal products 

approximately one second prior to a worker removing it from the overhead conveyor line.  The 

temperature readings were recorded in degrees Fahrenheit.  A single axial force gauge was 

utilized to obtain the mass of the manufactured metal product.  The random sample of three 

manufactured metal products was removed from the assembly line and the weight of each piece 

recorded in pounds.  A mean weight was determined from the samples of manufactured metal 

products and the average was utilized for all ergonomic-related calculations. 

Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet procedures.  The video and photographic images 

were reviewed and the conditions applied to the criteria included on the ETAW.  Each section 

(repetition, posture, vibration, reach/proper height, force, static loading and fatigue, 

pressure/contact stress/repeated impacts, lifting and material handling, and environment) of the 

ETAW was completed in a manner consistent with the procedures described within the 
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assessment tool.  The results were utilized to determine if the conditions present at the 

workstation corresponded with the predetermined criteria in order to be classified at the ideal, 

warning level/monitor, or take action category.  Only the conditions that corresponded to the 

warning level/monitor and take action sections of this assessment tool were analyzed for 

corrective solutions. 

Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation procedures.  Precise linear dimensions of the 

conditions present at the assembly line unloading workstation were acquired and recorded.  The 

video and photographic images were reviewed to obtain measurements with regard to the 

asymmetric angle of spinal twisting as well as hand coupling conditions.  Measurements were 

then applied to the NIOSH Lifting Equation in a manner consistent with the procedures as 

previously described in Chapter Two with the purpose of determining the RWL.  The average 

weight of the manufactured metal product and the RWL were applied to the appropriate equation 

to determine the LI a manner consistent with the procedures previously described in Chapter 

Two. 

Snook Tables procedures.  Since the duties at the assembly line unloading workstation 

is primarily divided into three separate activities of an initial lifting phase, a carrying task, and a 

lowering action, three corresponding Snook Tables were utilized.  Additionally, the tables are 

separated into a male (M) and a female (F) category.  For the purposes of this study the flowing 

tables were utilized: 

 Table 2F – Female population percentages for lifting tasks ending between knuckle and 

shoulder height (approximately 28 inches and above to no more than 53 inches). 

 Table 2M – Male population percentages for lifting tasks ending between knuckle and 

shoulder height (approximately 31 inches and above to no more than 57 inches). 
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 Table 11F – Female population percentages for carrying tasks.  

 Table 11M – Male population percentages for carrying tasks  

 Table 5F – Female population percentages for lowering tasks beginning between knuckle 

and shoulder height (approximately 28 inches and above to no more than 53 inches). 

 Table 5M – Male population percentages for lowering tasks beginning between knuckle 

and shoulder height (approximately 31 inches and above to no more than 57 inches). 

Linear distances, cycle rates, body positioning and object’s weight were applied to the table in a 

manner consistent with procedures described in the Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling 

Guidelines. 

Document review procedures.  Company XYZ’s records were reviewed for relevant 

information regarding its WC insurance premiums, medical claims, illness and injury reports, as 

well as employee staffing levels and attrition rates.  Four years of WC insurance premiums and 

direct medical payments were analyzed and compared with the State of Wisconsin’s metal goods 

manufacturing industry averages.  The OSHA 300 logs for the previous four years, or similar 

documentation, were reviewed and only the illness and injury reports which occurred at the 

assembly line unloading workstation were recorded.  Four years of former Finishing Division 

employee files were reviewed to determine the worker attrition rate of those personnel. 

Limitations 

The following limitations were present throughout this study: 

 Due to Company XYZ’s industrial trade secrets and privacy concerns, no identifiable 

information regarding this organization, its employees, and the specific products 

manufactured was described. 
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 All of Company XYZ’s loss-based data and personnel information was provided in a 

summary format and not obtained from the originating documents. 

 Due to the organization’s policy of worker task rotation, loss-based records and personnel 

attrition rates included employees within the entire Finishing Division of Company XYZ. 

 The worker compensation premium rates identified were company-wide and not 

specifically attributed to the Finishing Division or assembly line unloading workstation. 

 This ergonomic analysis is limited to the conditions present, including the workers and 

the specific metal manufactured product which was being unloaded, at the workstation 

during data collection phase of the study in early to late November of 2012.  
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Chapter IV: Results 

The purpose of this study was to analyze conditions at the assembly line unloading 

workstation in Company XYZ’s Finishing Division to determine if such posed an ergonomic risk 

to associated employees.  In order to realize this purpose, the following three goals were 

established: 

 Analyze the assembly line unloading workstation by utilizing various ergonomic 

assessment tools. 

 Review the company’s illness and injury records to determine the extent of reported 

musculoskeletal disorders. 

 Review the company’s worker compensation and personnel records to determine 

insurance premium rates, medical payments, and employee turnover. 

This chapter will review the information obtained during the data gathering phase of this study.  

All information was obtained by utilizing the procedures outlined in Chapter III of this paper.  

The procedures included obtaining and reviewing video and still photographic images, acquiring 

workstation measurements, and applying the conditions to several ergonomic assessment tools.  

Additionally, several years of Company XYZ’s loss-related records and personnel files were 

reviewed for relevant data. 

General Workstation Description 

The assembly line unloading workstation is located in the Finishing Division of Company 

XYZ.  This workstation is the final step in the manufacturing procedure when workers manually 

remove the finished item from the overhead assembly line after it emerges from the powder 

coating process.  The manufactured metal product is then manually stacked on a wooden pallet to 

prepare for shipping. 
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The workstation’s floor was constructed of concrete which appeared to be free of 

obstructions or significant variations in elevation.  A 48 by 60 inch anti-fatigue mat was located 

in-line with the conveyor at each of the two substations.  Atmospheric temperature at the 

workstation was approximately 68 degrees Fahrenheit and the lighting appeared to be at an 

adequate level for completing the task.  Each manufactured metal item weighed approximately 

65.5 pounds (see Table 1), is constructed of 2.75 inch round steel tubing, measured 40.25 inches 

in length, and was coated in a glossy paint.  A triangular steel plate was joined to each end of the 

manufactured metal product in a manner which places it perpendicular to the tube.  The steel 

plate measured 16 inches at the widest end and tapers off to 2.75 inches at the point where it is 

attached to the tubing.  At the wide end of each plate, the steel is bent at a 90 degree angle so to 

form a two-inch lip.  Surface temperature of the manufactured metal products being removed at 

the assembly line unloading workstation ranged from 86.7 and 95.3 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Both assembly line unloading substations were supplied manufactured metal products 

from a single overhead conveyor system at a constant rate of six to seven pieces per minute.  The 

assembly line was a single-row, overhead conveyor system which was located approximately 

eight feet above ground level.  Metal hooks were attached to the conveyor system in order to 

suspend a single manufactured metal product by one of the predrilled holes in the two-inch lip of 

the steel plate.  Workers were unable to control the rate at which the manufactured metal 

products are supplied to the assembly line unloading workstation.  An emergency shutoff switch 

was located approximately 25 feet from substation A and was easily accessible.  As the 

manufactured metal product approached the assembly line unloading workstation, the worker 

occupying Substation A manually removed the item in such a manner which allowed several 

pieces to reach Substation B.  Each manufactured metal product must travel an additional 15 feet 
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to arrive at Substation B.  Both workers typically performed the task at a pace which was faster 

than the conveyor provided the manufactured metal product.  This caused a need for the workers 

to walk an even further distance to remove the product from the assembly line and return to the 

shipping pallet. 

Once removed from the overhead conveyor, the manufactured metal product was then 

placed on a wooden pallet to prepare the item for shipping.  Both substations were equipped with 

an automatic machine which wrapped the fully loaded shipping pallet with plastic.  Each fully 

loaded pallet contained 20 manufactured metal items, stacked in four rows of five pieces.  A 

single five-inch high wooden shipping pallet was located on a three-inch thick rotating platform. 

The rotating platform was used by the automatic wrapping machine to spin the loaded pallet 

while the plastic was fed from the roller.  No type of caging or guarding was present at the 

automatic wrapping machine.  After the wrapping was complete, a powered industrial truck 

removed the fully loaded shipping pallet.  The worker then placed a new shipping pallet on the 

automatic wrapping machine platform to repeat the process.  The entire process is repeated 

approximately every seven minutes.  Slight deviations of procedures were observed, depending 

on the distance workers walked to retrieve the manufactured metal product and the number of 

rows of product on the shipping pallet.  However, the following descriptions are a generally 

accurate depiction of the procedures at each substation. 

Table 1 

Manufactured Metal Product Weights 

Sample Sample #1 Sample #2 Sample #3 Average 

Weight 65.5 65.5 65.5 65.5 
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Substation A Task Description 

The worker, while wearing cotton gloves with a non-slip coating, approached the 

assembly line until his body was approximately six to eight inches from the suspended 

manufactured metal product.  He flexed his lumbar region of the spine approximately 10 degrees 

while simultaneously reaching with both arms to grasp the product.  His right shoulder flexed to 

approximately 30 degrees while the right elbow was flexed to 50 degrees.  The right forearm and 

wrist maintained a neutral position as the hand utilized a wide grip to grasp the manufactured 

metal product at a position approximately eight to 10 inches below the top of the object.  His left 

shoulder remained in a neutral position while the elbow flexed to approximately 160 degrees.  

The worker’s left forearm rotated to a fully supinated posture while the wrist was extended to 45 

degrees as the worker grasped the two-inch lip of the steel plate.  He lifted the manufactured 

metal product approximately four to five inches until the item disengaged from the hook. 

Once the manufactured metal product was free from the hook, the worker rotated the item 

to a horizontal position.  The worker’s right shoulder was in a neutral posture and the elbow 

flexed at 90 degrees while the corresponding forearm was rotated to a fully supinated position, 

supporting the product.  His left hand remained gripping the two-inch lip at the end of the 

product which caused the worker’s shoulder to abduct from the body by approximately 30 

degrees.  The worker then walked approximately seven to 15 feet until he reached the shipping 

pallet.  As the worker approached the pallet, he stepped up on the three-inch platform and 

positioned himself directly in front of the pallet.  The worker flexed both knees to approximately 

150 degrees while simultaneously flexing the lumbar region of the spine to 50 degrees.  He 

flexed both shoulders to approximately 90 degrees and fully extended the elbows to place the 
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manufactured metal product upon the shipping pallet.  This process is then repeated until the 

shipping pallet is fully loaded.   

Substation B Task Description 

The worker, while wearing cotton gloves with a non-slip coating, approached the 

manufactured metal product until his body was approximately four to six inches from the item.   

His spine maintained an upright posture while he reached out with both arms to grasp the 

product.  The worker’s right shoulder flexed to approximately 20 degrees while the elbow flexed 

to 70 degrees.  His right forearm and wrist maintained a neutral position as the hand utilized a 

wide grip to grasp the manufactured metal product at a position approximately eight inches 

below the top of the object.  The worker’s left shoulder remained in a neutral position while the 

elbow flexed to approximately 160 degrees.  His left forearm rotated to a supinated posture and 

the wrist was extended to 45 degrees as the worker grasped the two-inch lip of the steel plate.  

The worker lifted the manufactured metal product approximately four to five inches until the 

item disengaged from the hook. 

Once the manufactured metal product was free from the hook, the worker rotated the item 

to a semi-horizontal position.  His right shoulder remained in a neutral posture and the elbow 

flexed at 90 degrees while the corresponding forearm was rotated to a partial-supinated posture, 

supporting the product.  The worker’s left hand remained gripping the two-inch lip at the end of 

the product and the left shoulder was positioned in a neutral posture.  His left elbow was flexed 

to 120 degrees and the corresponding forearm was in a supinated position.  The worker then 

walked approximately 7 to 15 feet until he reached the shipping pallet.  As the worker 

approached the pallet, he stepped up on the three-inch platform and positioned himself directly in 

front of the pallet.  The worker flexed both knees to approximately 135 degrees while flexing the 
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lumbar region of the spine to 90 degrees.  He flexed both shoulders to approximately 90 degrees 

and fully extended the elbows to place the manufactured metal product upon the shipping pallet.  

The process is then repeated until the shipping pallet is fully loaded. 

Ergonomic Analysis of the Workstation 

The video and still images were reviewed and the measurements evaluated in order to 

analyze workstation conditions with the intent to identify the possible presence of ergonomic 

stressors.  Each of the ergonomic assessment tools were utilized in a manner consistent with the 

methodology outlined in Chapter Three.  First, the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

(ETAW) was completed as a preliminary assessment to highlight the most severe conditions 

which may cause workers to develop MSD’s.  Second, the NIOSH Revised Lifting Equation was 

applied to determine the recommended weight limit (RWL) and the lifting index (LI) associated 

with the task.  Third, the Snook Tables were utilized to identify what percentage of the human 

population could reasonably be expected to complete this task in a safe manner.  The following 

information is a result of these assessment tools. 

Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet results.  The ETAW identified conditions which 

corresponded to the criteria in the ideal, warning level/monitor, and take action sections.  

Conditions at both substations were individually applied to the ETAW and results for each were 

analyzed.  An analysis of both completed ETAW’s (see Appendix B) revealed that Substation A 

and Substation B contained identical conditions which may be likely to cause workers to develop 

MSD’s.  The conditions which corresponded to the most severe risk (take action) section are: 

 Repetition (1B) 

 Hand Posture (5B) 

 Wrist Posture (6A and 6B) 
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 Reach (9A, 9C, 10A, 10B, and 10C) 

 Force (11B, 12B, 13A, 13B, 14B, and 16B) 

 Static Loading (19B) 

 Pressure/Contact Stress/Repeated Impacts (20B) 

 Lifting and Material Handling (21B) 

 Environment (24B) 

The conditions which correspond to the moderate risk (Warning Level/Monitor) section are: 

 Reach (9D) 

 Force (17A) 

 Static Loading (18A) 

 Environment (27A, 29A, and 30A) 

Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation results.  The Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation was 

utilized to calculate the RWL and LI.  Each of the two substations of the assembly line unloading 

workstation was analyzed separately (see Appendix C).  It appears the RWL is considerably less 

than the actual weight of the object lifted and the LI is significantly greater than the target value 

of 1.0 for both substations (see Table 2). 

Table 2 

RWL and LI for Substation A and Substation B 

Revised NIOSH 
Lifting Equation Substation A Substation B 

 Phase I (Lift) Phase II 
(Lower) Phase I (Lift) Phase II 

(Lower) 

RWL 7.2 4.7 8.2 4.7 

LI 9.2 14.0 8.0 13.9 
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Snook Tables results.  The Snook Tables were utilized to determine what percentage of 

the human population could reasonably be expected to complete this task in a safe manner.  A 

review of the completed Snook Tables (see Appendix D) suggests that a significant portion of 

the population is unable to perform the task at the assembly line unloading workstation.  

According to the results, only 16 to 48 percent of males would be expected to complete the task 

safely.  Additionally, the results indicate that less than 10 percent of females are expected to be 

able to perform any portion of this task safely (see Table 3). 

Table 3 

Percentages of the Human Population that Could Perform the Task Safely 

Snook Tables Substation A Substation B 

 Male Female Male Female 

Table 2 (Lift) 38% < 10% 38% < 10% 

Table 11 (Carry) 22% - 49% < 10% 22% - 49% < 10% 

Table 5 (Lower) 16% - 29% < 10% 16% - 29% < 10% 

 

Document Review 

Several years of records were reviewed to obtain the worker compensation (WC) 

insurance premium rates for Company XYZ.  These rates are expressed in number of dollars per 

$100 of payroll and benefits paid to employees.  This indicates for every $100 the company pays 

to its employees for wage and benefit-related expenditures, an additional amount is paid to the 

applicable insurance company in WC premium.  In Table 4, several years of Company XYZ’s 

WC premium rates (including the experience modifier) were compared to that of the average 

metal good manufacturing (MGM) business located in the State of Wisconsin (WIDWD, n.d.).  
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While 2008’s WC rate was significantly higher than the others, 2009 through 2011’s seems to be 

consistent with the average MGM business. 

Table 4 

Comparison of the WC Premium Rates for the Average Wisconsin MGM Business and 

Company XYZ 

WC Premium Rates 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Average Wisconsin 
MGM Business $8.41 $8.41 $8.68 $8.05 

Company XYZ 
Experience Modifier 1.59 1.02 1.01 .95 

Company XYZ 
WC Premium Rate $13.37 $8.58 $8.77 $7.65 

 

Additionally, direct loss-related data for the employees engaging in duties at the 

assembly line unloading workstation were reviewed.  From 2008 through 2011 assembly line 

unloading workstation employees experienced a total of six (see Table 5) OSHA Recordable 

illnesses and/or injuries.  The six injuries and/or illnesses resulted in $7,784 of direct costs that 

were paid by the WC insurance.  While there was a minor WC payout in years 2008 and 2010, 

there were several significant payments in 2008, 2010, and 2011.  Three of the six incidents 

resulted in $6,589 in payments, which translates into that half on the illnesses and injuries were 

responsible for approximately 85 percent of the WC payouts for the years 2008 through 2011.  

The nature of each illness and injury were not reviewed for the purposes of this study.   
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Table 5 

Worker Compensation Payouts for Years 2008 Through 2011. 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Injury #1 Cost $120 $834 $240 $1,173.31 

Injury #2 Cost $2,211.51 - $3,205.58 - 

Total Cost $2,331.51 $834 $3,445.58 $1,173.31 

 

Finally, the personnel files of previous employees of Company XYZ’s Finishing Division 

were reviewed to establish the attrition rate of associated workers.  The number of Finishing 

Division employees was compared with the amount of workers that voluntarily resigned from the 

company or transferred to another department (see Table 6).  It appears Company XYZ increased 

its staffing levels in 2011, while at the same time as experiencing a reducing in its attrition rate.  

However, for years 2008 through 2010, the attrition rate was at significant levels from15 to 30 

percent turnover.  This information does not include involuntary terminations or temporary, 

limited-term project hires.  Specific reasons for the employees’ voluntary resignations or 

transfers were not recorded. 

Table 6 

Finishing Division Employee Attrition Rate. 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Number of 
Employees 23 20 26 34 

Employees Quit or 
Transferred 7 3 7 2 

Attrition Rate 30.4% 15% 27% 6% 
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Chapter V: Conclusions and Recommendations 

The purpose of this study was to analyze conditions at the assembly line unloading 

workstation in Company XYZ’s Finishing Division to determine if such posed an ergonomic risk 

to associated employees.  Initially, this study established three goals to accomplish in order to 

determine the risk associated with the assembly line unloading workstation.  These goals were to 

evaluate the workstation for ergonomic stressors, review the company’s illness/injury records, 

and analyze appropriate personnel records.  Second, a comprehensive literature review was 

conducted to gather relevant information regarding ergonomics, manual material handling, and 

musculoskeletal disorders.  Additionally, the literature review provided information on various 

assessment tools and methods available to analyze workstations for ergonomic stressors.  Third, 

a worksite survey was completed at Company XYZ’s Finishing Division utilizing several data 

collection methods and instrumentations.  Finally, the data gathered during the survey was 

applied to the ergonomic assessment tools and analyzed for conditions which may cause workers 

to develop MSD’s.  The remainder of this chapter will discuss conclusions which may be drawn 

from the collected data as well as provide possible solutions in order to reduce the probability of 

employees being exposed to conditions which may lead to the development of MSD’s. 

Conclusions 

Based upon the analysis of the various ergonomic assessment tools as well as a review of the 

associated literature, it is reasonable to conclude there are conditions present at the assembly line 

unloading workstation which are placing workers at a risk of developing MSD’s.  This 

conclusion is based on the following data gathered during a worksite survey: 

 According to the Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, 25 workplace conditions met the 

criteria to be classified as warning level/monitor or take action.  Further analysis of the 
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ETAW revealed these conditions to be primarily (21 out of 25 conditions) related to the 

presence of extreme forces, deviated postures, and high repetition. 

 The Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation recommended the maximum weight a worker 

should be allowed to lift, while completing a task similar to the assembly line unloading 

workstation, is between six and seven pounds.  While the products manufactured by 

Company XYZ can vary greatly in weight, they are all above the recommended limit as 

proposed by this assessment tool.  The results indicate that the phase which poses the 

highest amount of risk is the lowering portion of the task.  The extent of the risk 

associated with the lowering portion task can be evidenced by the lifting index, which 

was factored to be 13.7 and 14 for Substation A and Substation B respectively. 

 The results from the Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines (Snook 

Tables) indicated that less than 10 percent of the female population are able to perform 

the task safely.  Additionally, the results also indicate only 16 to 49 percent of males 

could be able to perform this task safely.  However, the 49 percent number is slightly 

misleading as this represents only the number of males who could perform the carry 

portion of the task safely.  Once again, the analysis reveals that the lowering portion of 

the task is the highest risk for which only 16 to 29 percent of males could perform the job 

safely.   

 During the worksite survey phase of the task, it was observed the anti-fatigue mats were 

not utilized in a manner for which they were intended.  The workers did not maintain a 

consistent position on the mat to gain an appreciable level of benefit.  Additionally, the 

mats were placed directly in the path of the workers while walking to remove a 
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manufactured metal product from the conveyor.  This presented a possible tripping 

hazard due to the slight change in elevation of the walking surface.  

 The gloves being utilized by the workers provided minimal cut and force protection from 

the edge of the lip located on the manufactured metal product’s steel plate. 

 The illness and injury records of Company XYZ revealed that over the course of four 

years, the assembly line unloading workstation produced six injuries and caused over 

$7,700 in WC payments.  While this amount represents money paid by the insurance and 

not a direct payment by Company XYZ, it affects overall expenses by increasing the cost 

of the WC premium.  A reduction in the dollar amount paid by WC insurance may have a 

positive effect by reducing the overall premium paid by Company XYZ. 

 Insurance records indicate that Company XYZ’s WC premium rate was significantly 

above that of the state’s average metal goods manufacturing businesses in 2008.  In the 

following years, 2009 through 2011, the WC premium rate remained consistent with the 

state average.  While the rates that were referenced applied to the entire facility, losses 

incurred at the assembly line unloading workstation contribute to this number and 

mitigating MSD’s related to this task may potentially reduce the company’s overall WC 

premium. 

 The personnel turnover rate indicates that the Finishing Division experienced an average 

attrition rate of approximately 20 percent from the years 2008 through 2011.  When 

utilizing the $14,000 expense figure cited by O’Connell and Mei-Chuan (2007) as the 

price to replace a manufacturing employee, the financial burden of replacing those 19 

workers, which voluntarily resigned or transferred out of the Finishing Division, can be 
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estimated to cost Company XYZ approximately $266,000 over those corresponding four 

years. 

All three primary ergonomic risk factors, as previously discussed in this paper, were present at 

the assembly line unloading workstation.  Those primary risk factors, as well as the associated 

activities, are listed as follows: 

 High forces, due to the weight of the manufactured metal product. 

 Awkward posture, due to adverse body positioning (spinal flexion; shoulder flexion, 

extension, abduction). 

 High repetition, due to the worker’s completing six to seven task cycles per minute. 

Additionally, the following conditions present at the assembly line unloading workstation may 

also increase the risk to employees are listed as follows: 

 Duration, due to the workers performing this task for an entire eight-hour shift. 

 Sharp edges, due to the worker utilizing the 90 degree lip present on the manufactured 

metal product to lift/carry the object. 

 The worker standing/walking on concrete for an entire shift without the benefit of an anti-

fatigue mat.  

 The worker could be struck by the unguarded automatic wrapping machine while in 

operation. 

Recommendations 

It is recognized that Company XYZ is in the business of manufacturing a metal product 

and certain aspects of this process may inherently pose a risk to employees.  However, it is 

reasonable to conclude that there are certain aspects of this task that may be modified to reduce 

the worker’s overall exposure to potentially harmful conditions, therefore, providing a safer work 
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environment and possibly increasing the workstation’s efficiency.  Therefore, the following 

recommendations are proposed with the intention of improving the conditions which would 

effectively reduce or possibly eliminate certain ergonomic stressors which are placing workers at 

a risk of developing MSD’s:  

 Establish and communicate a comprehensive ergonomics program which demonstrates 

the Company XYZ’s commitment to a safe and healthy workplace.  The ergonomic 

program, at a minimum should include the following: 

o Top management support expressed by adequately funding reasonable ergonomic 

initiatives. 

o Employee involvement through basic ergonomic training and establishing a 

process for recommending improvements. 

o Create an assessment process to identify ergonomic hazards associated with each 

task. 

o Maintain accurate ergonomic-based program records such as trainings, losses-

related data, recommendations, and accomplishments. 

 Raise the wooden shipping pallet to approximately the employee’s waist height.  This 

would significantly reduce the amount of awkward postures the worker must perform 

during the lowering portion of the task.  It is recommended to utilize a powered 

adjustable scissor lift-type device as the pallet’s surface may be optimized to 

accommodate multiple workers’ heights.  Additionally, by utilizing a self-adjusting 

scissor-lift, the work surface may be raised or lowered as needed when stacking multiple 

rows of the manufactured metal product on the shipping pallet. 
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 Add an additional employee to each substation to reduce the number of task cycles the 

worker is required to perform.  Additionally, the extra worker would be available to 

utilize a two-person lift on heavy objects. 

 Establish an employee rotation schedule which limits the worker’s time at this 

workstation to no more than four hours per day. 

 Instruct the workers on basic ergonomics.  This training may include MSD warning signs 

as well as the optimal body postures and lifting/lowering procedures. 

 Establish a short (approximately 10 minutes) pre-shift stretching routine to allow proper 

warm-up of the worker’s muscles. 

 Institute guidelines which state the workers are not to approach the conveyor to remove 

the manufactured metal product until it arrives at the corresponding substation. This will 

reduce the distance the worker must travel while carrying the heavy load. 

 Supply each worker with a pair of gloves with a non-slip coating as well as extra 

padding, similar to the Youngstown Mechanic’s Glove.  This will protect the worker’s 

hands from the pressure caused by the hard edge of the manufactured metal product’s lip 

and from any residual heat retained by the product after emerging from the powder 

coating process.  The non-slip coating will provide extra grip for the worker when 

handling the manufactured metal product. 

 Remove the anti-fatigue mat from the workstation and supply each worker with an anti-

fatigue overshoe similar to the Ergomates Soles.  This will provide the benefits of an anti-

fatigue mat while allowing the worker increased mobility at the workstation.  
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Recommendations for Additional Research 

This analysis was limited to the specific conditions present at this workstation.  

Additional analysis may be beneficial to Company XYZ to provide greater detail regarding other 

solutions.  The areas of additional research may include: 

 Possible implementation of a powered assisted lifting device to reduce the load weight of 

the manufacture metal product.   

 Redesign of the entire conveyor system which would allow the workers to control the rate 

that the products are supplied to the assembly line unloading workstation, without 

impacting amount of time the product is exposed to the powder coating process. 

 Possible implementation of a robotic device which could automate the process to remove 

the manufactured metal product from the assembly line and stack the item on a shipping 

pallet. 

 Design an enclosure for the automatic wrapping machine so as to prevent workers from 

being struck by the spinning load while the unit is in operation. 
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Appendix A: Blank Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

 

OlrP.ctior . .: rho Ergonomics Task Analysis Works~aat provi.:le' • nethod for identifying, 6'/lluotlng, Dr·d 
tUm:natin~/ton:roUi1~ mg4>:'W1mir. rsk fnctors. OfJst:rve ~eve1ctt .itS.<. :y'l~s prior to ma<;nQ r.otes or dra"'in~ 
r.ondu$iQ.1~. !;r.om ~1ch rislc factor (ill~~;~l I,O;dfni•~g lEvel. or take acticn} that most r~sembles the ':e5k you are 
anlllyzir.q. Once .vo.l havP. •"{U'1f.lr1r.d the workshl!et. r: r~:r~ ~I! iUI Aclk•n Pla11 (how to contro. 01 etimina::e ·:h~ risk 
~ctor), foc:Jsin9 on ta~ks fro:n the "T~((ao A•·· i.-.n·' c.oh1mn f n;t. I~ is often he-lpful to .,;deota»e tho job : o 
facil'tate a moT~ dt~AHP.d reVP.·t.• <1nd ;,ction p~r .. 

Repetitit::n 
NIO~H d(tfiOP.'> ;') re~titi·F~ task a~ cne wjUr " IAk ~.:yc.te timt of tE.ss tl:an 30 10econds or pe.1brmcd for 
t»<>lon~ period;. sur.o ,..; .m R hour shift. 

:-~tii11:~~-:;.-:.~~--: :-:;~.;:.:.:"= ::~ ·:.,-:. .. _ .: :::-::·:· ;~ ~[~ ... w~r:~a.;l;~~l ::Sii9Ji#o·t ;.:::~ -. ;· ~~ ::::.-..t'ikj·~·n·:·. ~.&~-~-.:-:;~,·~~-~ if~-:.;t::::. 
... No rer-p~ti""ivl'! hand or lA. Rrt~qrit1ve ttand or arm lD. 1\Qpi?tit~ve hand or arrn 

arn -noti-om motions vlth c;ycie tir:1es motbl'ls with cyclt timos 

Posture 

Standing 

2 . Kne~ 3l~ !.itrctight., 
1)(1: not ·lKkr.d. 
Ba:k i> ""'ighl and 
strt~ight. No twis~ing. 
l'r'4!ching or bem.finy. 
(~ ,...., .. hing) 

Sittin g 

l. f\.1 ~1< ;md l~g:. 
'jUppC'ItPrt by 
r.omfmtilbie chair. 
Feet are ~t;:o~t c;r~ 
llnor r:r frlr..t. rest. 

HcadfNeck 
4. Ho;)C iJnd netk 

3H! U}H:ghl .. ulll 

<tlf)i.;Jht 

vi :;o-60 •etonds of tess than JO se·:ond s 

2A. Kn .. s part.ly 
bent. 

Standing 

28. Squmin~ ~ ~ ~-•<idoy 

~\ 
2u. Kneelinq ~ 3 h"/da:; jJ 
1---------....:.~""-· 

) . 26. Usinq • foct ~del ~ 

Silting f?j 
3A. Sack Is or.Ly b . .'~ 

11ar':ia\ly $UOported ~{; .. ~ 
or· ftet are r.ot ft3t. ~·' 

Head/Neck 

~A. B~rt forward less tl'an 2C .. 

Sitting 

)G. Little ~upport f('lr 
lfl'')t; A n~ h•~tk. 

Feet" ' not 
touth flnnr. 

Head/Nock 

4A. B~ot l'~rworrl """' thon 20· 
~ ~ hr:o/d:w 
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!'o~~xe ( mntinned) 
~d ··a~:-;,-,_ . ::.>~ ·>~~7.;~·.:,-.,·<-=-::·":r.e:~w~iniit· :· ·fiVtl :.~-.,.i~io.::-"";-:: ?_,~_.:jilii{ACI:iiQ.~::3~ i::+ .~::.;;. >>:Y· ;;·, 
Head/Neck . He~d/Neck Head/ Neck 
4. l~ead and neck ! 48. Sent back less than 10• 4tl. Bent bock m)re than 10• 

.ue upright and . 
str~ight 

Wrists 
6. W,-jsts are str•ight 

Wrists 
6A. Wrists are bent uelWt't'tl 

5 and 30 tln>es per minc'U! 
~nd bont le" than 20• 

69 . Wrbb 1110ve $irlP.wil~ 
betwtt.,n S arnl 30 t_i 111es tE>• 
minute and less tl'"" 20' 

ulnow J(e J 1 
~w-rulf:.l 

-····-···· --- ··--

Wrists 
6A. Wri<t< .,.. bent mo•e than 

30 Li1ltS t)ef mim!tt. or 
bent 1note •.t,_.n 20'" 

GB. Wrists move si<ieways more 
to.n 30 limes per min~te or 
t~orP. th11n 20' 

uln.l;l' ~e·~ • .;. 
f1l1i~l ~ 

Vibx-ation (Cher< b':t-h tool r:• -.::nu!uHul'<"r fnr ruornnlt!l~ltl tub or "'.:trnin~s_.:· 

.• ~:raeii.li):::·:·~:: < ':~ ;r;::.:z.·C·': :~;;..;\W.irWit.O:J:l¥~1il;~ .).ii.nitol'~:c.: -·~,.ia.J:~~DXi·· -:· .•. :~. ::; ::.: __ :: :. " "': 
7 t.. Ocx<t,iuna\ han~ nr 

a "m vi brr.!on 
78. C<>nstant ttand or 

..1m vibration 

!------ ---+--------+--- - -----.... ___ _ 
SA. Occaslornli whole body 8B. ( onstanl wloule bo<ly 8. No whole booy vibrot;on 

vibration •ibration '-------- ---L-........ _,. _______ _ _.__ ________ __, 
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Reach/Proper Height 

~- Work shculd be parformed 
~t 90' or slightly abvve i>l 
below et~<:w le•d 

10. No twisting. reaching 
or ~~·•diny 

9A. Arns forwanl u-:1 tc 
~s· or trequently 
n1ai uldi nl;!d 
out~ ide ·Jf t:,e 
id•~l po~itioo 
,. 4 h;-<;/day 

98. Arms back up to 
20' .;nd no '!lore 
than 2-l times 
f1PF mi nut~ 
,. 4 hrs/d~y 

9C. Elbows be~t up 
lo 25% abo•1e 
or belvw the 
irl~it' j)O~itiotl 

,. r, nrs/~<Y 

90. E,bow• ~p to 4~' 
away f-o1n body 
,. 4 ~.r~jday 

l!JA. rwisting up to 4~
or :'requent 
hvtsting 
(2·4 times pe' 
minl•te} 

108. Bending/reaching forward 
up to 45', freq~e-.t be~ciing 
(2-4 times per min
ute) 01 !> 30% ooov•·...-·~
thar> 4 hours 
p~r day 
withnvt 
support 

or con,· . .;mlly 
... aintaincd 

98. Arms bark mor~ 
than 20' or more 
than 4 times 
~ P.r minute 
> 3 hrs/day 

9C. Elbows bent more 
!han 25"1a ab~ve 
or below t~e 
ideal )QS\tion 
,. 3 hrsjda~ 

90. Elbows more than 
45' away 
fm rn body 
> 3 h"/d•y 

lOA. Twisting more 
than 45' Jr 

higbly 
repetitive 
twistinq (more 
than 4 times 
per minute) 

lOB. &endin~jreachin~ forwar(; 
more :ha~ ~s·. highly 
rP.petitive ~P.nd;ng '""·""""' 
than 4 times p~r 
minul~) cr 1t1ore 
than 2 hc~:s 
per dny without. 
~upporl 

lllL Bending/reaching f( 

to the side mQJe th/i!n ~' 
20' or highly ~ i 
re1letiti•e bendiny ~ 
t<1 the ~ide (more 1· -~ 
th~n 4 times .. \ 1 

per mit1ut~) ~ •, 
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Force 
Force I~ the all'oorr. of physical effort rewired to oo a task or maintain control of the tools or equiDlllerrt. 
Efrorl dept!nd~ on th~ we'ght of the obj~ct. type oi grip, object dillll'nsions, ~{lle of activity, !lipp~rine;s of 
:ho object and dur;;tion of :he t~sk. 

11. Jbjem lifled by han-1 weigh 
less than 1 pound 

12. Objects lifted by the back 
weigh less than 5 ponrd~ 

Duration 
13. No ~·inch ~rip l!Sed. flogers 

and thumb c::>mfortably fit 
a.munc toot or object 

14. Power grip use:l <>ith little 
to no fo .. ce. 

l.S. Erti~e hand 

ft= contr(l(s 
trigger 

16. Tools or objects ~~vc 
hwrliFs that are rounded 

llA. Objects lifted by hand weig~ 
lvss th311 1 pound and 
fr~quent lifting (no rnDre 
than 20 time' an hour) 

12A. Objects L·ifted by the ba~k 
weigh between 5 and 25 
pounds o• frequer.t Jf:ing 
(no marc tl-an 20 times/hour} 

Dural ion 
13A. Modetate pi11<h grip or pin~ 

grip with less tha• 2 pounds 
of "nrcc 

BB. uri' is slightly too wide 

~ 
lloA. Power grip 1sad witi less 

than 10 ))oun1s of for:e. 
Forearm rotation for-c-e '\s \e-5'5 
than S poHnrl• i 

~ 11l. Objects lifted by h3nd weigh 
more than 1 pound ~r :1ighly 
repetl :fve llftlns (mor~ th~rr 
20 limes an hou•} 

;!29. Objects lifted by the bac< 
wP.igh mnr• tha11 2'; pollnd; 
or highly repetitive lifti"\1 
(nore tJtao ZO times;'l">or) 

!lur•lion 
:3A. Sev~•• pinch grip or pinch 

grip use1 .,lth greater than 
?. pounds of force 

~ 
1 B. Grip is extreme!~ wide 

d::::tJ 
:48. Power grip used with mor~ 

than ·:o PDUnds of force. 
Fore-iJrm I'Otation fo-rct \$ 
more than 5 pOU11ds 

1SA. lhumb 
activated 

~ 
! t 5B. Finger(s) 
i actlvate:l 

control 

16A. Awkward handles 

awk~"ard 
har~<l'.es 

c:on:rol 

16B. H3ndles. tools or cbjec;to; t.hat 
concentrate force or h;..ve 
no handles 

conce~trate 

force 

Sli pperiness Slipperine>s ! Stipperina.<s 
17. Gloves <io net ne~ ~ l'IA. Glov~s are needed bl.!t f 't w~ll' L7B. G:.oves are needud but fil 

to be "orn Q.:"t::--? ~ ~~ poorly 
L_:at:_:a::_:"Y::_t:_:' m::.:":_' ~j;'~r:::::::;~_..l ............. ~ ... ... . _ ;]::. -~ -v ( 
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Static Loading a!ld Fat igue 
Ststic b<>-:ling refers to staying ;,, th• sarn! pos(tion for prolo•g~ periods. Tasks ll\at l'W th(> HIT(' mu«IO< n< 

motions for long dmtions (6 seconds or more at "'"' tinU!) and rEpEiith<ely (more than 50~ re,e:ition) 
increase the likeUhoorl of fatigue. 

t~J!.e~ft;C:~J}:i\'~ ,•·> .... .:~: . :.:·;w.W:i!·!lo ··~:~ Nomtoi' , > ,·· ... ,;:·.i~]'~~~=;~.~~'r=i~:=~ \··:~··'~·(.'.'r:~:~.~ ::::::··.: ... ;.·;~ . ,, .· ..• ·.-:. .. .. ... ... . ' ' ' '' ..... ,,, 
Duration Duration Duration 
18. Constant position, tool or t8A. Cons :ant position, tool o~ tBB. ConHant P·Jsltion, tool or 

object is held less than object Is held 6 to 1~ objelt is held mor<) than 
6 setvnds seconds 10 SO!COrds 

Rtpetitlon Repetition Repetition 
19. less than 25'/o of Lile la>k 19A. 25'\'o to 50'/, of tt>e task 198. More ;hen !)O"Io of the task 

is repetitive is repe:itlve is re peti:i ve 

Pressure/Contact Stress/Repeated Impacts 
Refers to pressure or contact from tools or "'lUi~u.eul ha•ldle5 with narroK -..idth that create la<al pre~e. It 
als~ apptWs tc slwp corrers of de~ks or counter tops. Impact refers to the use of hands, knee.s. foot, etc. as a 
hamme•. (Rtlated to fMe Cor.di!ion.r ir. il~ :6.) 

~-llf./.:·:·:< ;;, ;--;:::< •.. ;· .:~ ;;::!··: · (Wi$.lJI!l\li•~~ d~~nitiit: .: :~:: . .. 
~::~;·,~~A?-~~:·;<·~·=.;~;~~.·.:.:;.: ..... :~ ... :·.?:··:' :.:-~:~ , ...... . ·~· 

: .. ...... , .. 
20. tlo ccntact or imp<ct stress: ~OA.0<:4:~~;uual and 111inimal 2<JB. Constart prenur~ or in1pact 

tools. ob.iects, or WQr~sta:fon prm ure or impact oo ha·1ds on hands or body. flan(, 
do not 9res~ e19~!n~t h.=.nr:c; or body. Hand, kn~e or other f:nee or other body part 
or >ody body p~rt used as h~mmer used as hammer more th•n 

l.ess ·;han 2 hOUISjday l hours(day 

lifting and Materials Handling 
:~·'11{~:\Ui:'<~~. '-:?:··~;:;;;;:.'\>·,{;~:.::,: ~Wmiit.!l !1ii¥iil+;'}.f9i!t.t.or :.;: .. ;;; :::\·-::,; :··.:~e::~·n: ;:: :·t=t~ ·:'.~·:::=: .. ~· ::.~;,. ... :·: . . : :·· ,·,:· 

21. llo lifting 0 1 lowerirl~ of 21A.Ooca;ionallifting andjor liB. Constant lifting and/or 
llldt.eria:S (see also force fot Iowen<'<} (n~ me-re than loweli09 (more than 
W<fqlltl of cbjects handled) 20 timrts per hrurl 20 tii!IPS fll'' hor:r) 

"-·--·----
Push/ Pull Push/Pu ll Push/ PUll 
zz. llo pushing or pu!liog ct 2ZA. Pushing or pullhg 10-50 223. Pushing or oullirg more than 

carts or 1naterial$ carts per shift so carts per shff: 

23. Sli9ht force is required to 23A.Moderate t·orce is requirea Z3B. High force is raqui ree to 
push or pull cam or materi>l<. t·o i\USh or pul.l ca,....s or push or pull matelials. 
Pushing h prefemd over moteriols. 
pullir,g objects. 
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Environment 
:.x"-;.-a~'i' ~7./ : :·:::.i'.::.'· ,!··· ;, ·; :.· :1if~.;:t:~r:;•.)o\oru#l~ .; ~ •. ::: ~ ).t::T.~~.'~tl.P.~": ., .. :••.; \·•"•···.·····: .. } 
Work Pace Work Pace Work Pace 
24. Worker has adeQU~Ie control 241\. Worker has some control 248. Wo1k• ' lid> na wnl.ot 

over work p~r.P.. nv~r work pace. ove1 work pace. 

lighting Lighting Lightin; 
l5. Too tig~ting is adequate l5A. The ligntin~ is slightly 258. The lighting is ;i!;nif'.car.tly 

for the task. too bright or :oo dark too bright or too d;uk 
for the task. fer the usk. 

Temperature Temperature Temperatu re 
2b. The t~rr.perature is 261\. The temperawre is 5tightly 268, T11e tern peratu~ is 

corn f<Jrtable. too cold l r too hot. signifir ant.ly tM cold or 
tno hot. 

Noise Noise No!se 
n. l he I'IO~< area is quiet. 27 A. The wori< all! a is 278. The w<>r1< area is signi!'inntl¥ 

sti~htly noisy, noisy (too noisy to canyon 
a CORI't'f';atlon). 

--··- , ,_ __ 
Floor Surface Floor Surface floor 5 urface 
28. The flooring prnvickts 28A. The floor' ng is 28B. The floori ll!J 's mocl-.rately 

good traccion . slightly slippery. Lo e~tremely slip~ery. 

29. The ftoori~g is sufficiertly 29A. The fluu,;ng cortribut~s 298. The flooring co.1tribut~s 
padd~d to ndiPv• ~rP.s~ slight stress to the moder~te to extreme stress 
on h2ck and legs. back and legs. to t,e bocl: and legs. 

30. floor m:rts are p<O\ided to JOA. Standing ()..~0'4 of ~me 308. Sl.lndiog mo~ than 5()CJ. 

Telieve stress on bac~ ~nd without floor 111<1!~ or other of t 'me without floc-r mats 
legs. Empioyee c~n ~ltcrnato means to rell~ve stTess or other means tc relieve 
~etween sitting and standing. on back and L~gs. stre~~ on back and legs. 

- ----- -··· 

Comments: ____________________________________________________________ __ 

Note: The l•vo!s provided above are 5tomdarrl ~ractic~s w~kh hav~ h<'en ar.rAn!Ad OJ est~blished ~y NIOSH. 
05HP .. ANSI! and oltler r~lated orgar.izatior•s. 

illo! hu .l.OC.O~:::... ~!f...-;:-~ .:£ rfOI(I ~ll :r•c,: :.o 1':11'--..e .:c~: ic ·~ll-•,.. ..t.;<fiti-, !~ lr ro..· .":t-.~ s.-:o..~s "'-A'Jo.;...,.,.e ~-..u.:, t.~.~·:,.. s.,.,.:,~ • 
.a.,~::.o:~::t;:;: ~~J.....-;••~~~·~>;.t~~,_,._,~:.. ---=~~-o=::dtoi"'""~··~·~:~~~Mt" 
-..,......:., :.c~J!Ww~""""""',a...~~3~:'J!-c!'I!JO:.•t ;.....,-l•..:::ti.al "'!~~;~~,....,.,,'\o,._ 
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!)lt~ - -- -· -- . 

-,_:,: ·· .···:.: .... . • ... ::.:;:-.'·. ·: c.pnd.t. ij.,n. · ·. · ·.• ·• • • • • 
. ~·:.· .. :· :::··.~: . . · .. ·.:·... . :· . .'·:'::.'. :':: ... 

::. 

f--:....::.._..;..:;._.;__;__.c_~'-"''-'-'...:...;_--'----··---·--
Rc>nl!f:i tion 
·J • Nu lt:j.idili·.-t hM(I 111 J rm rnc:t:on~ . {.'if$!.ito: :r :~CP.li:.ho: '·)'~lA every 30 ·GO scoom;.:;; ~G.~t· :;a:.:)·~ if l'l}j'lt<tltN4! 

~~!£.2f.!~-·~~~n ~·~ Clitl)lld~/ 
PcHLu:·c 
l . St;;;r-.(.:.ng, .,,)~h 1~\0f!t. ttntpht t:::t n~ b:::1:E-:i U~1ittodt ~uniilm 'A~fl>, ~N'!i'!l> p;;.rh.:lfoJ b~tl'.,: rc,:.'t' '-'tt..:O.' it 

•?ir.t t fc·J.U~_Pr ~e.rttilli ill l~~.:l.f'IIIOI!~ 1 t.)&n/<11y.; . -· ----·--
3. Sr.ting. ~de and Jl'9lt C\~•litt>· ~ "1!'ei ttrt on tbJr/'kq' n-st. ("""lli'lv if 1\Ki' pa.W~ 

,;~Qti ~ f<;~.~Jlu.ir- I~~; tale at£« il tii~.M&w.I.bi~ ;nl ~ I'& uulll.u.H~ •lC-oo.; 

'· 

~. 

Heid ami n.Kt ·'"'~ .,19hi: uG s:;! a~t. O~<~"~ :t'!l( .. ¥ )Nf .,._ •. ,.""' t'.-mc t;mr<l:d < ro·; ~~-~ ~f >T.r 
"!~J!::UI!t~:!)!:l .. 
Hc~.li':l~!!.<~£ir.l~ .. ~~.~~t btl~·~ (/JCIIit." i!.::..: ')': tfl:,lLIJtji_np J:' :-.30'.) ·- --.. - -.. ··--· 

l\etcl ~n~.~~~ ilf!J!!!l!.!.i!!.~~n·•· (~fo~il(l~'i! ~_2.~i!1."~ ~·}?!l:f:.·l(l".} ·-·-·-------· 
tteacl ;.!..n.£.!1~< .!.: <~rEI h'l')\ uy. (Hu•.o=h'r i' <: ~ll'; ~?-~_gm'o.!!.if~~·.) .. --·----· .... 

~!!~!.l!!!.'J;}_f:l~ '-Eirtiu1l. (/'1\mU~· ' t lnn.'!~!.'!t~!.f? < 2U'; .!b.~c ~~~~lt-'l.f:Ho!S l·)!~!~ >:"~'-) 
6. 0.'/-im .ne ~migt,t. (J.1on;tut j! \\ rl•,t$ .1t'C b<!lli, extnsion/fl~>iOI), ":a(!' 'or !,-30 times/li'l~nui:e; w\:t~ ' 'l'f i:m If 

.:~en~ >?0' (lr :.-':\1'1_.!~!"'~~''/rnll',!!l~ .• ~ • --·----..... . .. ---- ·--· . 
oH--..c~ rt:O'n.· ~i(k·,..3rc,. ~t~\'t"rad·~- (.~itv ;c ~: ~· l.l'C ~-!il tin!tiiw-tlnut.,; t~ .-.oic\lo U lp•n: ,.,., .. ,. 

:0~~!!:'!!!!'!-l._ ·-·- ----
Yibfll;fiO 
1. ~.ur~_O"ftlfl"laiV~~~~-~~\tt !ta!~A'l'illJa~j , __ ----···· .. 1 

RCjCh 
!). /v•1'$ I)Cl(.~~.i,lll<!d at t\botv ltv~l. (J.fo,·o.:(o: if u~ to 45' .:n flequvnUy u~l r, i ir('\'11 :ln<i:-~:n tor mnre :Mu .C. 

~~!~~f.:ll!': l~kt o:t:.:~tJ.[~j!;~ fr:J'~~~J. ~.:.5. f)( ~<>1~1~f!l.t_~!sl~i1. n.m.itior >l IIL•UI)/~d)'} 

.'\'11!'$ back. (Kct.o'liJo ;f ;t•nt hack up t.o: 20' bl"t'AC..!"' :>.J! iiMII<./MIIlolfA 
for !l'Of~ t,:";aJL~ h~.!:!!.v:~~·u.c~ uc:··~,, if an:l)~ ::a.;_~: >?.0" ~!..~t. tln•.,:./luuut:: Juo 1•1u~ i.h<=n 3 .:!~~a .... 
i.'lbo•,o>$ i)(lll" .J))W:ri'C. (Mcroi!o): •i ~lbOt\'j hC"rt IJP to 2S<.',.al·,\'t ur 1.10~...,, l('('ii ii~~'K:tin, :>~ hrau;,o'rJ~y; hi~ 
.-rrtifr . ., r: !:~.~ .!lrw.)•d > c-~~ lk~.l!l.e!~-~~~<il .:~:~~'l.i\,, ... 3 Jla!~~.:.L_._ ·-. 
~lbo~ 7.'tNa'f froll bt.ldy. (M~i1'0r if r.I.O:Ot.•s a.re up to t:s· 3"'"~ f1~' t.n;1f :>4 t.~W.rs/<!a~·: M~ .:;~!iul !I Mn·.:•s 
il~e ~s· .:kq,:_!Ef~. ~tn.ftfJii.} . ·----

~ Jk.L·.fis.tiJ<9, fCA.·•M'9 01' t.tn(ing. ~~:W.~. ~JX.,...,;r., it hr.i.tb"'i LP 10 4S' ,)J Z·4 ri'resj~r~W.:a : 
cr.t..•oa-'.o.1if.>AS ~r:.'.!~ 

RtAt:ri.1g1'tle::tdillel forwo111 • . ( ifo) ... Q.)' it ~F.1ding/fal:tmg ~ware lP to 4~i <Y ~-' tines/!•irtt.e u >lO' for 
~ .. ~.~~.'<:J'j o,..•/O~t $ ~WZ.:~:.,(!'.:on i1 >·i5' u1 -...l: :i•oi('~~-~-':' •2. hrs/d;:y ~·1joui >UP l~lt.l --·--
Ru~hin']/ber'ldill(j tC\ tho~ ' idt. {M:"il'~"'· ir 'Jl• ~¢ ?0' ,,r ;.~ tirr.11~imiuuh: (CI>'e <·'C!ion ;f >lO' or ,.,. 
li!ll~~l~;JJ:!Il!~. ..... ,,. _____ , _ _ - . . .. __ , _ __ ,, • 

fl)r(;4 

11. 0Jj~::t; lifl~d bt ~~nG '!.'l.'iqh lt!S. ::r,an un~ ~'\;.U:LJ. (N:.:uil?o' ir c..bjo.:.t~ /te~+.ing ~ '1 ~. 111~ liilE'd JJ'I t<: 20 
~im'=.~/.1.1.an; !~~~ .:tt.(~!U.~bja<":>_~:~~i~h >~ ll.>. l>f ~~1!t~g n~:u"S ":~~- !~m.~¥il• l>llf,) . --·--- ·· , 

'12. O~j~tts 11fr·:>d ~\'the !lll!ck -...·de; I lc>::. ~l1ouo 7 ~·~•l\ll(l!.. (.\1:ldror H cbjL-tU Y'(~£11 ~-l~ iJlS. or lifting oc:ur:1 J~ 
lCI lO .l.i!f:_i!!J~C'our:_!!!-~· !)Lf•'Co~f' if t-bje,ct~ •~o•E'igh ,.2?,1~~:. l'l n .in~ 0\GU~ -..20 times.h!~.u.~.) 

13. i+l Gi'Xh 1r1J H~J. (lo.VJ.'[« 1Jl:f o! p:i')(h q~ oiJ < 2 ~. Jl (u•(t; ret\• ('dit)'J if ;Jiach -:f.p "'ilh ~~ lb. ot 
f01u: is~} ·- -·-------· - - ----- . 
~~ ~i..:h ~-.t!N= 1.¥ooir-.x !1 st.i-~.ll:floc "1idt: uk ~-!!.!!~~Y.!'?t·) ·--------

1.0.. Pc.neJ g·ip1.rsOO -i.:t; on lnlr,., •)(crniP!if ~ f.';"i(· &ilb •10 :bs. &t»"tl' iS, aJ.ed ~ :'torezro roratictr. lv:o: 
J$.:: .• 5ltl1·1...~>1~La.::M·.lll (C $-lfft .. :t !flip ·....-;(11, .>.l.ll.!~s. f~~eJ!~;!:d , tn-..J (\f"'~toltn rct~t~J~~£}s .. >S :.h.) 

1!1. f 11t: r~ h~~~~ _rnr.tmJ.~rl :a~tt { ,\•cn!lW .. il.!!!.i!~ .~. 52""·1)11: r ui<t nct•'c!•:U!. fu!9r.~ (tl. ~:t~•n .. :· 
tG. Ttoul•. v~ colojP<:i:;. ha·;e •ounc.:d, p.J<Idl•d ll.ln:l~e~. (/·tor:ib: lfluwJt<-<. Jrt· .\ v!!-1,..,._1-d; to~ a.:.!ic;n ir lir.•l•': \ ol j\ nn 

!l~r.d~~.P.~ lu.nll~s CCI~r.~.!!!!-!f! _!l:l!!:~:) ... _ --........... _ __, ___ ,_ 
H. G.c·JC$ C'o ':l~l n::\:d tu l,)r• ~ClYnlt ::J!I'! -:i:u~. ~·"C.':';~;,,.)·' ~ ltWCt All r.N d!d but fit '""'II: ~n.~~ 11r.i,.,fl If OIO'vt~ 

~i( j)('lo,fl~·.j •. _......... • _ ••• __ .. . ... _,_ ·- __ ... 

~ia!ic ~oi\ding :•o,cll-.lrtg::t 

Ill IB 

?. 2A 1! 

' .lA JP 

< ~-
,, 

~ 48 'oO 

' •r. ~·~ 
< 40 'oU 

5 ~A ~B 

6 ~~~ r,, 

6 ~~ ;a 

1 '~ n 
a "" a~ 

' ~, .. 9A 

9 ~n 93 

~ ,c ~[ 

9 !0 ga 

10 = 1M 

10 1)8 ·.os 

•• tC( Jt>f. 

! : 111\ 1': 6 

" 'J2A. 118 

13 t3A ... 
lJ 138 1l9 

H , .. .. ~ 
" lSA lSO 

'" lG.\ i6e 

'!? i7,\ ~';'~ 

~8. rt~m.t.'l:l! ~Mifir.n, h•CI •Jf tlli)CCl h ~~(I~~~~" th~1 · .) ~(·::liilcl~ (I'~J;T'OI'i! h~h! IJ<!~W~Iil 6·10 wu.;.fl;.:-; lo)W 
ocf~.1fJ ;: l\l1.tl :-1C :C\.VI\(I~J.' •• _ ___ _ .... ------ - .. ·-----·- . u: 

1
JV, ~gl) 

19. lbS U~r ?~: r.tr.~!!~~]'lA'l. ~~.:.x ifg-"~?:M.'tkrt: cw:~· ~" :f ~ f!l ... t'.M..•.) It !1A 11)i 

N . No f>t>t~.,.,t1 ~-,,,\ (,.,_"iW"if cccaiice.~ ~·f!"'O:e et tc>t; WI ts 1st; n Iran'• .. : "- 2 llliX.•:./:lcrr. ., 
:~£.~~- i" :1oer..W1Jot Pt.'l) lll(' ()I' ~t!.P-..1.~ !!:d ~) fWu\$1' "~ hour,:\f.da-,t: ), . . . ...... ___ 20 ZO.\ HIE 

~.,...,c.,.". s, ... ,..J.l., .. .,.~ ~-· tt' I 
\ __ _j 
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Sltznrr,ary V/~rio::~he3t U1.te .. ..... _ , __ _ _ 

.. -~~· ~.-.-·-·-··..--.... :.~:-::-;-:-"~~--:--:-~--:-:::-:::-:"':'7-~'"":::-7="""~~.,.,.r.T.'-:--~--:--..-:-...,-r:--:---:r~-~.,.,.,..':"':-, : · ... ·.. · · :·:.:·: .. :: ·,: :;::·::· .. · ... : .. ~ .: . .> .: ::;'. · :. 'Co'iditioD '~: ··.~ . . ... ·. ".'i. · :.: ..•.•. ·. ·: ·.: .; ·.:::':~ .... ·.·.: · · ··· · · .... , ·. :,·: ~ ~~ ·1· .. ' Wamltlg · ··: ·~·. · 
~~:.....~"::'~'7.:'~7:----~-~·-:· __ .. _._. _ ... _,._ .:.: _ _ ___ ·_-".., _ _ . ;_'':_.,;,.: :~:~~ ~:-".:: - :~~·~1: : .~~~--~ 
lifth~ end Mnt&ri;..:-; ll ~' r CI(~•' !· 

ZL N~ lift'ng :· lo'''..:rlng of "ff .'lt<:r il'b. {/<l<:t•iior ~f c:c:~a ~ill:'lal ud/or r o !'!lore that. 20 ~i•:·(.~,/hcu,,; 1(11'.~ m;:,·r~,, ;r 
:;()n$((111 and/or 9.~~~! .~'l•.! . .!QJ.i!'E!ft:!.~.~ .. -. . ..... --·--·---·-·-·-·· .. , 

77 ~.-. r-u.;hlng r:r l'llllhg c:f l"'ll fl'rl~IJ. (Xc.~o.•'.:or it IJLL.ill ~/uulti, <; \0·,(; urU/~hl;t: tDI.P. ?rtioll if pushin;z/p:~tlhtr 

;nof~ l1 :t~ ~!• -::a::ts/~i\t!Ll_. ______ ,,, ..... --------- - ·-----· , 
23. >Ji§"h: (o;C! i!O :-~ilt<\1 lt.J ~a.$b 01 r.•~ Rtoll'tet>a:::. (o'da?sl:« ,. fi'OI.lw~to 'or\'t ' < tVJUill'rl; ~.,_;.p ~'TiM if ~~t 

!!«~is r~-··-··--· .. ··- ·------- w·----
~l'vHur.-:t-::nt 

?J.. ~has.!:£~!~!~·~~ tror'fblt. (.~4~··f· .. ~~~~~~'* ra :;;tti;y, f~ 1M .t>~:L 
z~ .. l :qt•lit~g i~ <~de-.1!-!~~.!ltl.h!..!.Mk. ~"!.~.(.i~.igjttt:.· l~> ..ti-t •"f •.~!~.: .. ~"tl""=·~ ~iil!.~'3!i~r.;t loo d'j1k « Ut~-.r.} . 
7t. ~·~~turF i ~ ''!!!'-!.~~~~~-~. (l.f,·w.'(oJr ~f :.liqh~~ :&.!tP..d ·>- ~{2~~ ,r.r.fi(NJ il' !i~~r.ifi.::J.;·,Uy, 1,1,1,1,1_ (.t:i...J .f.I.!Lif~:l. .. __ . 
z;, \tklrl.- :!f('.,l i !. q~~e!::J·!t~·:.r~df.~t:ft:_ti,'t_~.;J.O ~·oi~~·; ((J.('~ !l':'lfJII, ~~~.!!_t!_c._.t.r.!l.~ .. ~Ol~~) ...... :

Z8. (~:o1ng or.:·tide> 9Q.~;t, 1~.c:thu. \,Mtmitc..or if n~crit.~J,..J~:y· t:.l.· 'i~i!>J~t!.V.i .:'flkt t:lJt'o.., i: mcdcl'it!.y tc C"if<:tu<:~ ' li1>1•e.y.) 
29. noorir.g i!> .<:ttti..'i.l:r.t!~· $Jit'dttd to ~lie'-'1? Wt.·~~ ll.1 1:\l• .. " .nJ IPif(. (Nf1"~!l'! •f !iiig.';t ~~n~; lO b,W! Jll( ltQS! (of,\~ 

?.£i.f.oEii" ffC<.I~r;,l~ly t t> tlle'. I~II'IQ ~t~~:) ______ ,,.... . " '·--·---- --·---·- .. 
SO. Floor mats ~re proV'id~'(). r;fiVb>i'et:" C'!'l: • (llfer 1Ue ~etv:ecn s\Hh9 .,,od SlO•Uiir~, (J.Iomfrr.r if crnplo•fte is. lt.lndln~ up 

l<l JO'Ko ilr $hi1t · ... ithout ft;:,>r rntb cr o~'t'' ::ir:: ,;o; r<-licf loo- bilc.k ttn! to~': ~~;/:E !ldicn if ~t;;.o)th~ :-l)or,,.. :.I d·~tt 
\\ithovt floor 11UlS 0' Nilet ".'li~ fa~ !Htc.i: an~ bg~. 

Action Plan 
Today's r-atP.: - ----  0<1• 5otution t:> be C~mo~c -----

" ?.\A 116 

n 2:b.\ au 

" '" ;:.a 

,. 2M 1<6 
1!> = ~~s 

"' ~(>lo H·G 
J/ '/{/1, ;)9 

1e 28A ~so 

20 29A a'li 

>O 3-:11\ ;o~ 

Locatio.,; Oepa,tmcnt: --·--·- --- - --·-.. --.. ----·-- --- ·--·- ,, ________ _ 
Job/Task Ti~le: --- --·- ----·--------- -

,_, ________ _ 
fv~Lu~_or: ------- - - - - - - - -·- "·--·---- - - - -
\le;:ribc ~1SU ir, p1c•iau,; ~· months: ____ ., .. ------- --

====·-=-- --===·--= ·--------....:..:...:=:=-=--=·-·-=--· ---:-:-:-
Task:----------- ---- --------
S<Jmma'Y of Problem: --- ---

-------·--·-------·-----------·---- ---- _, __ , ___ _ 
------------- --

Re:omme·lded Solution: '! } Enginee1ing _______ ,_, ___ , ___ _ 
.-. .-.--·--·- --- - - - - - ----···-.. ·-· 
2) Adrnin:stt"iltivc: 

-------------
3) Use -:>f personal p·ote-:tn·e equipment __ _ 

--- ... -·~ ··-· 

D:.te SdJtion Att~all'{ i;ompletod: ----·. ·-·-- •• _ ..... ___ _ Am1~l Co;t: ·-·--· 

, ... --., 
.... ---. 

{ ;m;A'!;t,u.m·i~'L'V. 
1r.:~1 ~M.f:E r:.HL•r 

"It' ..... ~.u,!'!'\!"' ·~:-.· t-•u·:rot.., n <~...,.'""' .. ;.......-:-... · ,.......,;., ~.l.'tr.» ~::f,;..t!"'l.'l"t,')t .... .:.,,.."'! • .,.., ,;, .w. ••• .::$.:!..-:ox-;. ;. ~"'~,..,.. t-,:,,.,..,...,_ ~""" .:. ..... ~ ~:.o!: 
s~ he:.-~ ... ~ r1:e ..t.~..s.t-••· .. · :.~-v;~:k:• ... ~~ ..... ,.J'1'*l"'*~!. ."~<: t""~~;: -,::.,~, ...... \1o'l•~· ~""'"""":"'•:·~~.r: 

-~ ....-~'llr"i""""-""c..b.t ... :t-":" ~- .wn::~'l~,.., ~!l.- ~~c .. r.--.,.;.~~~~Cfnoa=-i-4"~ ...... ~ .... 
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Appendix B: The Completed Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet (Substation A & B) 

 

Summacy Worlts!leet 

2\epetitt.on 
1. I"Jc. repet::ti,·e bane o• arnl t11oti~m. (•'oiooia:;r if '"~eliti·.o~ tyc:l~ ~.,,.~, 30-60 si!t<lu1s..: lrt;.r. ••tHoll ir ri!:.etit~ .. e 

mle of·~~ t!'l!!I.M!_~e.~£.1~s:L .. _ .. 
l'woiun• 
? . c.l·'l·l.Jing •. ,,:i1h ;: 1~.,., ~::rili~h~ b.1t nn: lt~r.ked. (M,,~iro! if standi 19 'lliln lcn~e$ p~rtidtv tert: t'IJkl! m:t~" if 

!lli!:!St~. to~t j;P.·~?·l.l?r >quot:i 19 cr kneclhg mer! thar. 3 1DUIS/da:!f.: 

3. 

/o, 

~-
6. 

$\~tir.~?. be-ck ilr: :Eqs cornfo~ab.y !.Lj:po~d. feet Rat on f.oor/flo.:JT reot. (o"!'cnitOt if bzck put· ally 
SUPJ.I•)"!I!'~.9.r.f~E.!~.9!...~at cr.. rlll~r: :.:~« octfo.rr if l1tr,;.li !.uppo...: for bad< •nt: .;.E~~~~t,ins tloor.) 
H~trl ~116 llOti~ 3-fC ~pri£t•t ;md s:ratgln:. (/·,ooirot :r hAAtt .and r.tdt arP. bEnt f:m•tarrl ~ n·~ tok.! o::ti~r, Y ~;!o' 

>l ::lllil:./~1~!1:) ....• ···---.. -·-----------,---·--------------! 
Heod ~~!I n~ck. ii_~E __ ~g-!!t .:~c1c:<. ~·b· if •: 10'; irlk ~;,,, ;.: :•10'.) 

H~ild. and nee~ :1-e .Je'lt si~·~\Y\1~ .. {Mp_llltq!:jt~l.Q.'.i.l~~· tKir?'l' .1t •2•r ,) 

~~-~~ .. and ne.ct :1-e :o..is:ir:·~. (Monftot it .:0: .2Q) ~~U!~.(f9.'?Jt~.~·..:.L_. ____________ -l 
tt.;r«. <~w.~l.~.~-"~f:i~l. (fJ!mfto! 'fhonds ro:ate" 2tf: tt:ike nrn·or:o if ~ands rou:E .-.2~r.:1 
~\'tl~t-. ari! ~ttaight. {.~?it.,:~f o~.•ris.ts ;.~ ber:t, ~xt~1sbn,lfleleion, ~ zo• flr S·lC timcs/minum: ro:.Y1 oct:or. ~f 

bQn~:-ro· c~.~ ~.~l.'!l:!'~---------·------- --------·--·
'l.hil>i"> nl•~· >ill!:'"">''• ·~'"·"/'"' i:tl. (t(.,,,j,.,. ir < ?1':" Anti ~-:<SI'I tiln~;minu-e; ,,,io? ~r.~.o• it bP.M ... 2o· or 
..,3c tim~/mhut2.) ..... ----·--------------·---- ···-----····--·--

Vib·atinl\ 
~. f-Jr. h:nd or arm .,.ibr~t1o.r.. {.o\l.c;nrl9!: •!.. q<:c\l::'S!!.!i!!i,·_ ~""'~·~! ~·~~·:~,.~-~·~'~'~·~•:~l~l:~l!~.!'--------·---·-
8. :<~r.· ... 1_\:;>:!\'_.J'l.~~ .lli.r.~ti·ln. (H!>ni~rif o:asior.al: toi<'e aator. if mmt;,r.t.} 

~eac1~ 

9. l.nt" l"v.i! irtllf'f. a• ~ hc:w IP. .. 'el. (.Mr.>ui!orif u:a to l~ • c-r freq-.:ently out of ldc!f. Josition for more tt.an 4 
hntii'\/!.IAy. Mkt> r>r.t"~Uf.!C!~ .~~.~~~~~ .,~!j· ~ amt.ln:ly out of id~a1 po1i:io1 :..~ ho~:~:;;/da)'•). 
Anrs Ozck. (M::)f)~tt?• if ~:w~ bad\"')~~> 20' be:\·1eE~ 2-t. ~tm~/•ninuc! 
l?: .. r.r:q~J.:r.:'ln 4 llour.:ldJ·J; l·'k<' ~"tior• if o.rn b3"J:C.:-.l!C . .f:r ... ~. ~1!'!·.~!./'?lirtu~ for rnM! th;;n .:1 hollr!:ldc~) 
Elba· .... ~ b~nt JJw;;.ri!. (f.IO•JiW: If dbo·~-; t«T IIi) to ?.~'lo &~~cv~. r.r helo"' 1dea( paslrilln ~ hoUI!;/cay: tote 
CC!'»? ~f bt!n: \IPW'tlfd. :·.~~.!; .~J!J.!'~ !?!. b~b-.. ~d!al po~hll>n ·~3 h<III(~~---------·--··---
Eiho• .. •$ nli.)' t"CI:'l bod~·. ~MtJI'/l(.ot if l<'lb4JV.'\o ,11(> l'l' l<l '6. ""'~>' r .... ' b;tly >-' 'Ut('(./tlil.y; .'ro.~(> o)ft/t)l) i( .,>lt'l~ ....... 

.«.~.~.~· ;waof fron t(dJ :o3 1·~Qf}/d.a~~. -··--------------------------
1(:. ~<r• t .... :.ling. •~:;ching or benG.lr.q, t-.vistirq/re~~tvc, ~1br.fto1 't !'1:t$tillg to~ :o -t::.· 01 2·4 tu~rl~/r.NIU~!; 

tg~·e o::rf.l?~.l~ ... ~~·or .. ~ time$fmh:Jt~.; . ·········--·--·--------------! 
H~;;cil··nr~/b:-ndin~ fo(WJtd. (J.!o11:·ro, 'f bc·mtir:·g;reu.t.ing forv.ar~ up to;,~· or l-' tlm(s/mlnL::e i:T ~~o· t,· 
~.:)lWei~::.". lti/~H: sup2o~; ~Gtc coct1o.1 if ~4~:Si.:!~5!!!!.!$L!.~!n.u:~ .. C!' :..2. 11•~.111<1~' v.:,fol>•. l>U~j:OI~.> 
Re<~ch'ng/J~ncling to the ~id~. (Mcr.itor P !.lp to 2Ct' or 2-l. tiuw;,/n'nute; w.~!' c<tfort if :..2:t u• :::.~ 
li:•t~lojoui:oJl~ .. :. -··- -··-·-· _ •..•..••. 

Fo·n 
11. DtjecG littcc b:J h&~nd wci:Jh ::s~ thiln :Hl<: t:·:ufld. (MOi11,Gf i: el)j¢(t{, "'¢l~l·.mq c t lb. OlE lifted up u:. llJ 

timevhou·~ :oke acr:i?.'l' ~f. ob~·ss;~;:; t{~·.i§!l~..]l!,_~, li~'.i••9 :>Ctut·, >?.J lll'l•~{./tc•tJ0 _____ ._ ...... _ -· _ .. 
u. Otjects lifteo b:.o th~ bi&C« '11(\gh lt~s than 5 p:..lii\6S. {Mcr.ttc: tf o:>Jc;ts "''~1911 5·25 lbs. or :f~n~ occ.m up 

to 20 timEs/t.c.'!.F !~~.l.:.t•·c·•: :f. objl'cl., w~;i!J • >I.~ lb .., iilti•.:!l l!L::.~·~. ~?..r~.!~~~· .. .'i!!!!!!:l_ _______ -:1 
13 ~··I''.' It 9•i,~> ""~d. (/olt)riwr 1 o;.?. d pi.-.r.t'l g~i:l w't 1 .. 2 L~;. of force; tuk<i orn'o':l if p·rch grip V~it~ •2 Lb), of 

:tllf' ... ti'>P.: • .) .... ------··---
\\Ike. F.h:=h£1ri.J?. ~~~ed. i,\b:t:l<>f if ~~·cht\y toCl ',\·i(le: '"~-~~·r.r!.it .E~!~rnely .\\ideo.) 

31.. Power gMp J5ed 11ith P<> fore'.:. (NDPi~()r tf llll ... cr q1il) wilb c l:llb!-. fl)ft:C· ·t. U$Cd .me forearm roQ:io.'l force 
i~..: ~tb~.; tr~~ ~:rion :t )(l'l.'¢rg~p ~1!i!.~=.:.J lbs. ~·~~ 1s used and ~~~arm 'ctation.f£r_c_E :s_~_l.~.~ 

~~. Ent·re hand control! 1:1i9~er. ~M'alllft~f1f th~rull l'C•nt-oh; til~ ~·~JI H fii!92!I!. ~.,nt,at.; -------
)1). foOi$ CT obj~:ts. ha\•e :ounds.d. ~adc:ed hardeL (,'-l!l.•:i:c;: H 1•<111<::•."> i.'IIJ ;r .... k·Hl:lll.l; (;,(, .. :.o• (,·,, .. , a i ............. Ill) 

~· ttft.!·~J·iln::l~!?.r;~.~·Y3!!J•~!r~.) ....... -· -·-----------
~7 Ghwt.•., •In "';I 111'1'1! : :> I•~ wit ·n ~· kro.\' 1·1·~P.. (Mr.:;ltll,. :t g:<Ne$ i'lft r:;:;edec ~ui tit wei!: !J'J:e nc#or. ~· o;J!o'lt5 

f:t.E:£.~·~;·---···-··· ..... . ····-----···--·---···--
~tatic l.oadi11q itlld Mt·~to~ 
lit (o~tcnt pcsitiof, .. toOI<tl llb~(lct I) !'41t. l~o;" th<f.r• 6 !>llC:>n(.~. (#o,.,icori~ ~!~d .1etwEen 6·1C ~ec·:nds; t7\e 

cdiv.'l' if ltel~ --10 ~':l'r<m.l~.) ····-----··-·-------·-------· 
19. Ll!:!: ::t:a .!!.1~~ .o·' .. t =•.e. ~ask h rl! li<:."li t!v~. ( •':.:. .. :i:~· i. f.?, 5 50.':~ !:'l" ·•.m'2~.~~·k..!!!. .• ;.,~> !!.; .. 'iil"io !'.E~m·~ :.L_ 
p, ...... , .. )·/l•L1i:l!.! Sl•P."i/llere<tt;.d Im~·ccts 
z:-. Nc ~on:dctiiTt:\i!l~ )trE~S. (.'lr.r.itG( i~ ):C~SiOToll pn:~:;urc or JO.:J~· p..:.ILIS L:O::·:I \l!o ~~~fllltl~( '( ~ 1.):11")/Clll\': 

f!!r:r :;.~•Q!.Ij!_copst~.•.~t F~ULP- :r body pari h used as 1:1.mrr.~r .~~l'l2!•~!.~~~... -· ·- _ --·- .... 

1• @.:• 

<I> ,, .. 2~ 

~~ !~ 35 

~~ •• 4A 

' lO '" .{; 4( ., 
X\ 411 ·~ ........ 
~ 5A (!.'!!> 

6A ~ • GB 

0 lA 18 

~i <A 38 l ... 

3 9~. 6_/)J 

(i) 98 98 

• 9( @ 
-"' 

9 (~ go 

1(1 lOA <:S) 
10 10. e) 
10 10( gl 

11 1·JA (\:Bo __ , 
·:2 l~A ffit· 

-~' 

!3 13A tf:J~' •· .. H8 c'f!t; 
1' '.4/\ (11.'!' 
{.'} 

--~ 
''A l~B 

16 '.6/\ (@l 

11 a· _: ·liB 

18 6].> 1~8 

19 '!9A. ~ 

~:l 2M, ~ 
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Utti ng u.cl tht:E-ri:.ls Han~lfng 

21. ~o 6f1.ir.3 or l¢· .... ctif'lg ~r •r.;o,w.rfah:., (Hc!Jit~:~r H oc::;os.l01111l a,,!d/or 11\1 mn"o t :1on 20 t 'metthout; to~ iJdJ'un if 
~U.nt u:d.~£.~.'1.~-~~( t:-.l rt ,(, t;i.~~~·tnllr. --·····. ___ ... , l1 211\ 6JD 
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~g-~I"K&itEd.i ~· · .. ·-------·· _ 

@J n• llB 

6J; n~ UB 
£:nironfi11t 

2·L Work~• ~3$ aC.\I·:Il<il~ _wrtr.11 ('IIAtr wo"""P.~te. ,("'(lr•it.:•t i' u.'('St'r .t.~~~~~.;_~.~ -~t.:(J~ .if ... orlei!r h!~ .1!0 '~1'}.~~
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Ufti•~s tu:<. '-l;.teri.als Handlin·J 
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Appendix C: The Completed Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation (Substation A & B) 
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c 

AWL·. LC I HM I VM I DM I AM. FM • cu ~ 
ORIGIN RWL .[![J~ @)1 [illa WJ 1 [!] ~l .ni•J.'to1 I• 7 .?. L.be 

DeiTJNATION AWL .[!!J~O·D·D·D·D·D· Lb• 

STEP 3. Computa the LIFTING INDEX 

• ~ '-)-I~- 2..1 ORIGIN UFTINQ NOEX • 
C8JECT~T(I.l 

AWL 7. 2 

Olf'Afi .. UT 
.101 TITLa 

NW.Y'Il'll NAill 
DATI 

08JECT WEI(lHT OJ 
RWI. ---0 

Single Task Job Analysis Worksheet 

JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
~"' isl,,.,.~ \)'. v JOe DISCIUI'TIOII 

~ ....... hJ 1tlf!(, \)>4\6e..,A , .... ~ ~:~~ zl.,~~r l '\Zt.\<;,~"" 
~ 

II !'ifft"Z.. 

STIP 1. Ma•u,. and record taak Vllrlabla• 
Object Hand localion 0") Verlictil Aaymme1ric .Mgl. (degoen Frequot""'f Rat. Pure lion Object 

W.ight (lbt) Origin O..t Cinsnot ft"4 OriQM1 Oeslftlcn lillll/mir1 tiRSl CoiJI)linQ 
l \1\VG. I L Uu. " v H I Y 0 A A ~ _c 

~5':" s-lfOs:-$" ' l4l/ '"1'6 !,l( 0 0 7 'iS ~oor 

STEP 2. Determln• the muftlpll•r• and comput• the AWL'• 
RWI.•LC •HII•VM• DM· AM. FMoCU ~ 

ORIGIN RWL -m:J• OJ•f,'ioJa J.t7J• [1] ~1 .1-z. ) a J.,o J• '-{. 7 Ul• 

Dl!tTINATION RWL -[!i]·D·D·D·D·D·D· Ut• 

STEP 3. Compute the LIFTING INDEX 

- ~5.> -8] L!FriNO NOBo: • 
08JI!CT WEIGHT (L.) 

ORIGIN RWL 

-~-D DI!811NATION LIFTING :t:oe~ .,. Cl8£CT WEIGHT (l) 
RM. 

Single Task Job Analysis Worksheet 
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JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Dli!PMTIU!NT £" nj~I..I"':J ':i) ·." . .101 DlaCfiiPTION O 
.IOIITI'IL.l .s~ S+.t. -k 0 VI A$n'eht ,,.,.._ y Y~loq,..!. ""') 
AHAI.l'W1'S NAill ~~~rnvt Q_s<t.. I lr: ~+5 
DATI! 11/~/rt-

STEP 1. Meaaure and record teak variables 

Object Hrod !.eGa~ (mj .. ,~eal Alymme!Jie ~ (ct.grett Frequency Rat. 0UI8Iicln ObjeCt 
W.ight Cbtl Ori;il\ Celt Oittala u ... OltOn Du-llOft litt~in tflS) Co\IPN!e 

L (A.VG.) I l. [MI.IC, H v H v 0 A ... _!_ c 

c.5. s-IG.s.s- tO 53 "hz q 0 0 7 "l> ~0'1:',.... 

.. STEP 2. O.termlna the multipliers and compute tha RWL '* 
R~·~·~···~·~·~·~ 

ORIGIN RWL .[ill· CD• @)• rnJ • CIJ •l:z.zl•l-'Ml•l <b. 7. U.• I 
D&eTINATION RWL -[ill·D·D·D·D·D·D·I Lb• I 
ST!P 3. Compute tha LIFTING INDEX 

U~TINQ NOI!X • 
OBJECT WEIGHT (ll ·"5.5.[!] OAt GIN AWl 'S' .-z. 

DI!ITINATION LIFTING~ • 
OBJECl MiGHT (I.J ---0 AM. 

Single Task Job Analysis Worksheet 

JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
DI!JWnlii!NT ~= \,\>4~ ""D' ... JOe DHCt~IPnON 
.108 TI'ILI ~e~~ti£~~(", r1b 7 ''n~ LM\9o.&""J 
ANAl ....... NAil. ~\Sti!IVI 
DATI ll/<;J /l'l--

STEP 1, Maaaure and record task varfabt .. 

Object H8rd L.oc&km 0111 V.rtical ~Mgle (Mgraell Frequency Rate lour• Ikon Objtct 
W.ight (lbt) Or''" O.•t Oill&llet ~n) Orloln O.tllnallOft liltl/min t-lRSJ Coupling 

L IA.VO.) I l. (~I.IC.) H v 11 I v D A ... F c 

~s: s--1~5 S"" ~ ~2 tt. jlo 3~ f) D 7 ts ~~,( 

ST!P 2. O.termfne tha multipliers and compute the FIWL'• 

R~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~ 
ORIGIN lltWl -[ill• OJ• [!!]•!.'Ill• [[] • [.ttl•l.~o!•l '-f. 7 Lb• I 
DI!8TINATION RWL ·Cill·D·D·D·D·D·D·I Lb• I 
STEP :a. Compute tha LIFTING INDEX 

LF TINQ JNOEX • 
OUCT MIGHT 0-1 . C9s-:s--_~ ORtOIN AWl L-1.7 

DI8TtNATION t..!FT:Na r:-,~_x c 
OB..ECT M:IGHT OJ -- -0 AWl 

:Single Task Job Analysis Worksheet 
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Appendix D: The Completed Snook Tables (Substation A & B) 

 

Liberty rt.utuel ManUAl Materials Handling Guidelines 

2~ 

TABLE 2M- MALE POPUlATION PE!RCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING BETWEEN KNUCK~E AND SHOU~ER HEIGHT (~31" AND :>67") 

?INCHES 101NCHES 

30s 1m !in fSh His 30s 1m !im lt" . 

. ·-.. ... . . ·· .:.· 
. :~ .. 
. . 

. . . . . 

.. . ·_·. -· . . . -. 
.. -

·.e! .. • 
~7 

• 
• ~ .• + .. •. • .Y • 

• 
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5vbS·~ N£"J 4 
Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handr.ng Guidtt6nes 

TABLE 2F ·FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING BETWEEN KNUCKLE AKJ SHOULOI:R HEIGHT (2:26" AND :$ 53") 

HAND 
DISTANCE 71NCHES 10 11-!CHi:S IS INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
-· ONE LIFT EVERY 15$ :!OS '"' Sm 8h I S& 30. ,,. Sm llh ISS 30• '"' 6n· 8h 

--r~ 30 - - - - - - - - - - -
~ ri: - - - - - - - - - -v - - - - - - - - - -!-=- 30 - . - - - - - -- - - - -

!16 :'·20 - - - - - . . - - - .. - - -
1---

10 - - - . 15 - . - - - . . . 
~ - - - . . - - - . . . 

!'>3 2t - - . . II . - - - . . . -
1---

H) - - - - ?I . - - - - - . 
30 - - - - - - - - - : . . - . . . . ·. 

w 20 . . . . 17 - . . - . - . - - -- 10 - . . 1~ - - - . "' - . - - -
30 - . . 12 - - - . . . . - -

41 20 . . 24 - - . 11 . . . - - lO - - - 38 - - . 21 - - - -(I) - 1/) --
0 11.1 30 - - - - ·~ - - - - . - . ·.• 
z •• J: 20 - - - . 34 - - - - 17 - - .. -
::J '-- () 10 - - . ~~ 48 - - - - 30 . - -
0 ~ 30 - . - 29 - - - 14 - . -
Q. ., - 20 - '2 .4 - - - ~ .. - - - -._. 

IIJ 10 - - 14 23 58 - - - 41 - . - -
1- - () ' 22 - .. $0 - .. - . 40 - . . . - - . ' . - .. 
::r 3& . z 20 . 12 21 56 - . - . 'B . - .. . 
<!I 

I-- ~ 10 - - 23 34 38 - - . 18 52 - .. !1 
iii 30 - - - ·& 52 . - - ~ . 
~ 3$ 

(I) 
zo .. 22 l2 06 16 50 16 - - - . . 

1-
0 10 11 16 3$ 47 ~~ 18 2~ 63 . . . 2f - t!) --

() 30 : - ' - 2J :10 M - - - 15 ' 4B - .. - .· 11 

w 32 :z 20 20 ~ 
• -3.1 ol6 16 - 11 IB .. 28 .: eQ . - 2& 

-, - t 1g 20 30 49 60 13 - 14 31 <12 73 - 11 <12 m 30 12 16 3.1 <5 16 - IT 2' 01 - - 2; 
0 2~ :::i 20 34 3~ ~l w 4.1 18 22 31 43 14 - . . 11 42 

1--- 10 34 45 62 71 39 18 ~7 45 56 82 - ,. a ~6 
30 25 .. 33 50 eo il4 11 11 32 ·. 43 . 74 . - . 11 .' 4~ 

· 28 21} sn .ss B4 ~3 $9 32 36 47 58 . 83 . - 14 23 58 . 

1-- ~~ 60 BO 75 . , . ~' •3 o1 70 88 - 12 28 ~' 70 

30 43 52 6/J 74 . 20 34 ~D 01 04 . 16 26 60 
2J 20 66 70 71 &~ . M 56 •3< 73 69 17 ~ ao 41 n 
~ 

10 61 7• 84 &8 • 51 61 75 01 • 18 .. 05 6' 
30 62 '70 ~ &5 • 4(1 ·54 68 76 .. . ) 4 ZD . 35 46 '76 

20 2•) 80 '83 87 • • 69 73 79 84 t 37 41 51 .61 . 84 
10 80 85 .. • • 69 78 65 8Q • ~7 . 7 a• 72 89 -
3·) ~9 8< • • • 68 ,. 83 88 • 35 .. 5~ •}8 8? 

'1 2Q . . • . . 63 68 $9 • • 00 e< 71 79 . 
10 + + .. . . 84 88 . • + 61 69 M 85 . - ·30 + • .. • • 8$ 88 .... . • • 63 70 00 '85 . . 

14 2') + • • • • • • + + .. 811 83 87 • • 
1-l + + + • • • + - + + • 81 15 t + + 

3~ + + . . • • • + . . 35 8B • + + 

' I 2>) + ; . • + ' • . . . • • + . . I 
1-

1o} • . . . • . . . . . • . + . ' • 
30 ;. . .. • • • . • • + .. • + + + 

8 2l .,. t • • + ' •· • t • + • • • • 
......... --'----~ • .. • • + • • . • • • • • • • - -·- ·- ·· 

• • GREATER TMAN 00% • ~ LeSS THAN 10% 
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Liberty Mutoal Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 11M ·MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR CARRYING TASKS 

CARRYING 
CISTANCE 7 FEET 14 FEET 26 FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE CARRY EVERY 15• 30 o lm 5m B• 15o 30 s 1m !m Bh 15s 30 • 1m Sm 8h 

99 

~ 
. 94 ' 

,_:__ 
69 

~ 
41 

~ 

31 

-

43 

33 11 

·. 
' 

12 .. '2S .. ·.~: 

36 

I I 

.. 
15 

22 

47 

33 : . 15 '26 42 '71 
·:. 

l~ · ·21 : :. eo ·· · · 
·::ia: .. 

11 :.:2c>··· ·ss·· 
43 • • 17 29 62 • • "1 49 • • • 34 

33 M 20 35 q ~ · · ~ 34 ~ • 15 16 ~ ~ 

A~ ...• •.. :·22 ;35 ·~.: •... • ··.'.11 .. ···21:··.54 · ·.'· - ··· _,40 

1-._,·33,_· l-'t"-a_.!:2:c.5 --"~o,_·_· .::54,___7-"B'-t.....:·_._.:.· .. -~~L . ~ ..... !!'_ ... :. ••.. 1~ ~-:~~___E-~~~ 
43 14 27 41 70 • • 15 27 63 • • • 14 46 

- 33 23 ~ 46 w 81 - 13 ~ 46 n 11 ~ u ~ ~ 
33~.~~. ~.l-·.!:·t~a-.-.-.~:,~s.~.-.~3a"'.-:~~7~ .. -.7~.~.+-~.-~~~.~.z~o~:~:~j~s-.~e.::s-l-~_--.!:_~. -... ~.~"'·-... .!:i~g~ ... ~ .. :~~~; 
~~-··_,33,_:1--'.z~9-~3~7-·_·=sz"-~e•,_~e''-t-·--1~·7_~3~B~~5~t-~7~7-t-'~5--'3.::o _ _,a~t-~~~·-··~n~· 
z ~ ~ ~ • ~ n · . ~ ~ ~ q w • ~ 

~ 33 35 ~4 sa 89 sa 11 23 44 57 83 21 37 38 oo 78 

1- · .. 43 .. ·;!A · ·. 32 · ·: .46 ·59 81 · • 'IS ... 32 · ~6 · .:74 : • :: ~8.: :·19 :-.a• 83 ·. 
J: · 33 ·•2 .. so 84 · · · ;4 ·sa 16 zg· "si · 83 ·a3· ·21 · 44 45 ": 67 :., ·iJO .: 
!2 43 31 39 53 65 84 19 40 53 7S · 25 28 3ll C9 

~ t63) I 'Q/ s1 w 78 • ·'G' 37 58 69 es 34 ~1 52 83 83 

Q ·43 ... '·$9.'. 47 .... 60 .. ?1 ·.'87. ~~ . .'·.28 .: 47 .. w . ·.~ 
:z 33 . . 57 84 74 82 • . 29 44 '84 .. '" ·. 88 

'16 ·. ·.~ ... 34 .... 46. f.4 . 

42 sa 59• w<~ 
II( 43 

J: 33 

47 

64 

55 67 

10 79 
·.· 

.:43. .56 .. 62 . 73 

a3· 10 75 ~3 

76 

43 64 70 78 f)4 

3378~086• 

43 ·. 7.1 .·. 7$ ·!'3 
'..3J ·. Bl . ··&5 " 89 

"3 78 82 67 

33 66 88 • 

·as ·. 87: ·:·.• 
+ ...... .+ 

• • > 

* + ... 

• 

• · .. 
• 

BQ 

+ 

. :f'. 

• 

19 

37 

34 

62 

55 

70 

67 

78 

85 

• 
.27 : A3 .' 63 '73 · :.'·.'8& 
46 '60 ·76.,'83' • 

+ 316Z10i3" 

• 56688166. 

23 41 

65 

.3l . ··.50 : 

71 

42 

66 

. 72 

So4 

74 

'19 

as 

79 '· • 

41 58 59 69 86 

667778&3• 

~ ~ ·~··~ ~ • 51.~ •• ~ 

• 64 ~ 66 ~ ~· n ~ ·~· v ~-
• 58 70 82 87 61 74 75 82 • 

• 72 81 88 • • 8~ 86 87 • • 
70 ;. 79 .... 88 

81 87 ..... 

~· . 
. .. : .... : .. ·• 

.. 
• 

81 87 • • • 89 • • 
• 88 .. + . . • • • • 

L-~--L-~--k-----~~~~~~------~----~- ·--------~ • ~ GReATER THAN 90% .. • LESS THAN 10% 
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s \~>b5l~+-f();.1 11-
Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 11F ·FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR CARRYING TASKS 

CARRYING 
DISTANCE 7FEET 14FEET 28F!:.ET 

FReQUENCY 
ONE CARRY EVERY 1$$ $0s "'' 5m an 15• 3~. 1m 5m $h IS• 30. 1m $m 

73 !: . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 21 . . . - i 

70 40 . . . - . - . . . - . - - .. 
3< . . . . 28 . . - . 70 . . . . -

67 40 . . . 15 . . 13 ! 
. . . . 

: 31 . . . 30 . . . . 21 . . . . 
-=-
® : 40 . . . - 22 (:) 

. - . . 19 . . . - . 
! l.f? £.-) 

.. . .. 45 . . 29 . . . -- ' 61 Ml . . . 30 . . . 27 
' 

. . . - - 3'. 54 . 36 ; . . . . V) . . . . . 
tJ) -
Q 58 w 40 . . . . 40 . . . . . 36. . . . • z :r: 31 . . If 63 . . . 47 . . . . . 
::::) - (.) 

~I 0 55 z Ml . . . 50 . . . . . . . 
n. - 3• . . 14 10 71 . . . ~7 . . . . -- -1- 52. 1- 40 .. . . . . . . 60 . . .. .'•57 ! . . . -:r ::1: 

., 
Q 31 - 14 22 27 79 . 11 14 67 i . . . 12 - <!) w 40 - •• . . 13 17 70 . 11 14 (f1 . . . . 

3: w 3: 18 22 :)3 39 8' . 18 23 75 . '5 15 20 

1- - X 
(J 

46 c ~· . . 1:3 22 27 79 . 19 .. 2A. .:78. . . .. : .11 

w - z 3, 28 34 '15 51 89 . 29 34 32 12 1' 25 30 , 
al 43 c( 40 17 21 34 40 85 . . 31 36 83 . '5 15 20 

0 ::1: 3: 41 47 58 63 • . 13 42 4? 88 22 ~~ 37 43 -
40 40.· 29 u ~ 54 • . . 15 44 50. .'69 18 :n: . j7 

... 
32 

3' 55 61) 70 74 . . 2) 55 61 • 3~ 51 ~·. 57 -
37 40 .... S1 S2 51 • 11 27 ;g B4 • 31 41 4l 47 

31 68 n 60 53 • 19 3& 69 73 . GO ~ 65 70 -
34 40 60 ·eo 75 79 • 23 43 ·72 •76 .. 47 57 . 57 f.3 

3': 7G 8:1 f>1 89 • 34 54 60 83 • 65 11 77 61 -
31 40 74 1~ 88 87 • <0 &> 83 86 . 64 7~ 72 7fi 

31 66 + ·• • • ~I 70 38 • • 1~ 66 86 es -
2&. ~0 65 s~ + • .. 59 76 • • • 78 84 ·. 84. 26 

a·. • • + • • ij9 1!;t • • • 8'1 • • • -
25 40 • • . . . ?7 a1 • • • 8A • • • 

31 • •· • • ' B~ • •· + • •I• t • • 
~-

+ • GREA 'TER THAN 90% · = LESS THAN 10% 

8~ 

. 

. 
12 

. 
18 

. . 
25 

13 

34 

20 . 

43 

29 
1)4 

39 

63 . 

5' 

73 

· . . 62 •. 

80 

73 

86 

. 8~ . 
88 

• 
·+ .. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Har.dling Guidelines 

TABlE SM ·MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BEGINNING BE'MEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOUlDER HEIGHT (:2:3!" AND S:57") 

HAND 
otSTANCE 71NCHES 101NCHES 151NCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY 15s 30. 1m Sm 8h 15s 3C s 1m Sm ~h 1Ss so. '"' S.> ~h 

30 15 17 20 36 62 - 22 49 - - - 20 
76 20 2~ 26 33 o1 73 13 19 36 62 3<1 

-:--:-:-
1<) ·~ ·~ 54 66 83 2? 31 39 56 76 - 12 27 54 
30 ·.19 ''?1'• :24 ~1 .. .&6 -. .~.2 ·. '26 . u·· - ..... 

- .-. 

·········~··· 
. . 

. 28 : ·:.::o ·.. ·3& . :ss . 76 14 : ·17 ::z • .. .·•.61! ·.· .. ' ·. 
... 14 n. ·20. 41 . - . - -

..:.:.:._ 
.,.,0 . _ 46 ::_~-·-~a 11 6~ 32 3~. .. oo '16 - il ~~ 31 -:::- -~ ~0 2A 2S 29 47 70 12 13 18 12 59 - -

69 20 3' 35 .. 60 79 18 21 29 46 7~ - - 18 44 

-::-::--? - 10 !>: 56 63 15 67 

~~ 
41 <9 &4 81 12 14 20 _ _R __ _!,\_ 

@0 
rn <if; '3¥'· ·'31. ' : ~6 62 :74 ~7 '21 : 37 ·ss ·- .. 11 .:. •.s~:. w ·36 . .'41 ··:~9 . :. &4 · . 81 ·.·a~ '.'3• ~1 .·~·· . -. - . ··22 ... eo: - ~ 10 56 60 •67 ·78 . "ag 42 47 54 .. 69 .. · 1S . . ·18 ··. 2s ·2 "117'· - 0 30 34 3G 41 57 77 21 22 28 43 u 1S ., 

63 z 20 42 47 ~5 6~ i$4 28 :l'l •u 5/ II - 13 28 ~5 - - 10 81 65 11 ~1 ,. 43 S2 59 72 R6 ?.~ 2~ 31 4R 71 II) ~ -0 w ·so ·.40 ·.: . 43 . . 41. . G2 ·oo · . 20 .. 20 .. 
' 32 ·4~ ... n - -· .. - .. '20 '47'·· 

·;w:; . :.& .·.' .. 73 ·.'3~ ·. '.'·12 . ··s4. : z 60 0 : 52. .60 8B. ·. .34 .. (B.' B2 .... ~ .. ·- ~· 18 .60 

:I ___:. z 10 68 6g '·75 '·83 +. 54 5S . ·64 76 II! '25 .. ,.g . ·37 54 ... ·15·.:· 

0 < lO 47 49 5.l 67 ~3 32 34 sa ~5 7~ 1~ 26 53 

11. 57 ... 20 54 58 65 76 88 40 44 52 67 8~ 14 17 ~3 40 65 - 10 71 73 78 86 + 59 63 69 79 8G 32 35 43 59 78 .- ~ en 
:·.~0 :53 . ''56 '5\). . 72 ~5 '39 41 ·~5 .. . 61 

···~ ... ,13 '14 . . 16 :··az ·, ·.59'•. 

·~·' -::r: a :. :w::: ·so ··.10: ·ao .47 
.. 

·51 . sa 7i . :·a~.·. .. ·•·22 ·. :·. ·29 .. , 47. :·>·70 .84 . •·· 19 
CJ .. · · ... '"·10" ··.75·· ·n 61 88 

.:. ,. 65 6$ . ·. 74' . 82 . ·~··. 35 ~ ··'so . 65 . ··82 

iii - C) 
30 I 60 61 es 76 ile 48 48 :.2 68 82 1~ 2() 22 l9 65 

~ 51 z 20 66 69 74 83 • 53 57 I!A 76 88 2i 2B 36 ~3 75 

I- -::-:- 02 10 ! 79 81 e4 + • 70 73 70 65 + 45 49 56 10 84 

(.) w ·.•31J .. ;66: ".87 . · .JO. eo +. 53 55 · . .'·58-: ·lZ . 8~ •'l5 2B· 2.9 :•7 ·. ,70 
... 74 ... :'ill ·.~0 .· ... ... . 32··. ' ·.36 . 7.9 :' w 48 ·. s: :·.zo· .. 71 'M; .. . ·. GO .. 64 70 \ .r• 80 

""J ___.:__:, ... 10 ·. 82 ·.:.84 e7 .. + 7s 77 ·~1 ..8$ .. + · . . 5$ '56 .. '63 75 il7 
m 0 30 71 73 75 83 . 60 62 f5 78 88 32 34 37 54 75 
0 45 ..J 20 1 76 78 ez 58 . 67 70 75 83 . 40 44 52 68 82 

IU t 85 Hl ~g t • '/9 81 e• t . 60 6:l 69 79 89 
~ 

·SO 76 .. :78 .. '20 .. 87 ... .. · 67 .. 68 .7! 
.. '81 ~ >:1 

... . '.43 o1j; •• : 62 ·: ·:.80 
42 '·20: eo :82 ·,eo:- ·. + + . n ·. ·~5 7ll . 'DGi + ~. 4>) .. :53 69 . ·. 12 86 ·. 

~ ·:,o· es 89 .. + • 113 ·s5 ·. ·.ti7 .. + ... 67 611 74 __ 8}. ___ :. ~::. 
30 ; 81 82 84 80 • ?3 74 77 as . 50 52 55 69 84 

' 88 n 80 ea 39 '1 61 G7 78 8~ 3~ 20 ! 8< 80 . . . 
f-:-:- 10 ' + • • t + 86 88 + ' + 73 7~ 79 86 • so'! 85 ·. ·'10. · .. : 87. +. .+ 70 ·.:so · .. "e2 ·ss ·.'~ .50. '·.$1. 63 '75. . .. ·;·: 

~5 . :io, I 88: : ·8~ .'. •N .. • 82 s• · ··.e1: ... • U·. ~ . ·7.3. .·32 . . 
: i's ''sg·. 

~ 
10 : .+ . .. . + + • 8~ • + + ... : ' 80 "84 . '+ 

so i 88 89 . . • 84 84 ee . . GS ra 71 31 + 

33 20 ' • • . + + 86 88 + + + 73 ,.. 79 86 . 
' r.- 10 I . . + . + + + + + + 83 85 87 + • 

30 .l + ... ... •·. + 88 '.80 .. 69 : "·. .: <1•.: ·75:. ·. ·76 . .,76 ·es .·· + 
(13 20 ·~ 

... .+ ·.+ • • • .. . t . ..... • ·80 .81 .84 · .. · .. .+ .. + · . 

•10 ·; .. . ·· .. • .. . • • + . 87 ·'·89 • • + 
' I--

3U • • + + + + . + ' ' 82 03 04 89 1 

21 'n . • . • + ; + + + + + 85 96 89 + . 
~ 

1() . . - . . ! . + - . . . . . . . 
30 ... • + ·' .. I 1 ...... • + + : ·Br '·88 ·8.9 + .. .. ' .. 

2A 20 l . • • . . .;. .. + + .. +. .... +. R~ . + t ·+ • 
10 • . . . + 1 + + + ... + • + • + ·~ ... 

+ : G~EATER THAN 90% -= lESS THA.N 10%• 
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'Svbsn:.. t-w•1 4 
Uberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE SF- FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BEGINNING BETWEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOULDER HEIGHTS (?:aG" AND :<>53") 

HAND 
DISTANCE 71NCHES 101NCHES 16 1NCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY ·~· 

30& '"' Bm &h ISs Uls lm 5m 8h 1621 JO • tm 5m 

ej lq~ C' . 2S ( ;.) . . . . . 
' . . . 43 . . . 23 . 

10 . - 2 1 56 - - - - 38 . . r-:- 30 . . . . 3~ - - - ·n . . . . . 
48 ~.0 - 1l 53 . . - 33 . . . -

1-- !0 - - . SO_ 67 - )4 49 . . . . 
30 - - - 12 46 - - - 26 . 

45 20 - - . 26 6> - - - - •• . . 
r-- ~ 

10 - - 11 41 75 - - - n 59 . . . 
30 - - . 17 0<\ - - 33 w . . . . . .. ~ . 20 - - 33 eo 15 '51 . . . -- I: 10 . - 15 , g 79 . . Z9 65 . . . -

0 30 - - . 24 61 - - - .. . -
41 z 20 - - . 41 76 - - - 22 59 . 

~ :::- 10 - - 22 87 83 - - . 37 n . . . 
~ ,....-- w JO - - .. 32 68 . - 14 . 50 . - . ' z ~~ . () 20 - If · 1& 40 80 - 29 6$ . - - -
::I ~ z 10 . •• 2A 84 87 13 45 T7 . . -

~ < 30 . - 40 74 - - . 21 58 . -
37 20 14 16 23 SB 84 - - - 38 72 . . -

~ 1- 10 14 21 38 71 • - - 19 54 82 . . 1U ..... ,..- (/) 
30· - '16 so uu .. 30 . 66 - . . . . ' . ·: ~ 

::1: 31; 0 20 21 24 . 31 ·.~o 80 - 14 ~7 ' 78 . . . 11 
(!) .. 

(!) 10 21 30 41 " • 13 v 62 88 . - . 23 

~ 
- 30 13 24 59 65 39 74 z - - - - . -

33 20 29 33 41 73 + Ia 16 n 51 83 . 18 ... - a:: !0 30 39 57 82 • Ia 21 37 70 89 . 33 

~ w '31) 14 20 . ·34 ~ BV - '16 !Ill ao . - .. 13 
31 . ~ in ~ .. ·· 52 · eo • 21 24 ·.: 31 116 88 . . .. . 11 .., "10 1() 50 06 87 • 21 30 47 11 • . . --~ 4.~ 

IZ) - 0 l<J 2-~ 30 ·~ 18 ·t4 25 60 85 2Z • . 
0 2S ..J 20 51 55 82 85 • 31 35 ~3 7• + . . 38 

r-:- 10 51 60 ~~ • • 32 41 58 83 + . . 20 54 
30 34 42 57 82 • 1G 23 37 70 6~ . ·- . · ~3 

27 . z~ 62 OS 71 89 + 43 47 . $4 .. 81 .. . 12 . ~(I · so 
10 &2 70 81 • + 44 53 &8 80 • . 15 30 65 1--
~0 47 ~~ Bll 88 + 27 35 50 79 • :3 46 . 

26 zo 72 75 80 • + 56 59 ~6 87 • 10 21 21 62 

r-:- 10 ?2 79 87 + • 58 65 ?7 • • 19 ?.1 43 74 
30 60 ·.67 ·77 • • 41 49 ·.63 85 •'· 1' - 13 Z< 59 

23 ' 2o 81 83 M • + 6t 71 76 ... .. 31 . 94 41 73 
10 01 86 . • • 68 - 75 S4 + . 31 ~0 S7 B2 
30 72 78 M • • ~& 63 74 + • 19 25 J9 71 

21 ~0 87 39 . • + 78 80 84 + • 46 50 55 82 

1--
10 80 + • • • 78 83 + + + 46 s; j O 89 
ll) ~ :as • .. • 71i 81 - ~ . . . .. 43 !10 63 65 

' >B. I 20 .. • • . . 89 . + • • 69 12 TG + 

I--
10 • + • . . 89 • + • • 70 70 f5 ' 
30 • + • • • • . . + • 70 7ll 13 . 

15 20 • + ., + • • • + • + 88 88 . • ,___ 10 + + .. + • ,, + + + + 87 • . . . 
30 • + +. + + • •· .. • • t9 • • + 

·~ 20 + + + • • + . . + + + • ,. . 
10 ., ' • + + + + . + • • + + + 

• • GREATER THAN 90% - ~ LI1SS THAN 1 0% 
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' 
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. 

-
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12 . . 
Z1J -. . 
14 
27 
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. 13 
27. 
43 . 
20 
36 
£1 

23 .' 
··45 

61 
37 
55 
89 

. 46 
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76 
56 
73 
82 

·· 69 . 
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Sub~k~ t, on 'f7 
Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 2M· MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING BETWEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOULDER HEIGHT (2 31" ANO S:57") 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 1NCHES 10 INCHES 15 1NCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LIFT EVERY 15s 30 5 1m llm Bh 15s 30s 1m 5m Bh 15s 30 s 1m 5m 

30 - - - - 12 - - - - - -
96 20 - - - - 25 - . - 12 - - - -

f-,--
10 - - 16 21 46 - - - 30 - - - -
30 - - - - 16 - - - - - .. - .. 

. 92 20 - - - - 30 - - - . - .16 . .. - - -
1o - - 20 26 52 - - - 13 36 - - - -- 30 - - - - 21 - - - - - - - -

88 20 - - - 13 36 - - 21 - - - -
10 - 11 25 32 57 - - 12 17 42 - - - -,___..,... 
.30 - - . - 27 - .. - - .·:13 - - - -

84 2o - - 12 17 42 - - - 26 - - - -
10 - 15 31 38 63 - - 17 22 48 - - - -- 30 - - - 11 33 - - - - 18 - - - -

80 20 - - 17 23 49 - - - 11 32 - - - -- - 10 12 20 38 44 66 - - 22 28 54 - - - -t/) __....,..., t/) 
16 Q w 30 - - 11 40 - - - - 24 - " 

. 
z 76 :I: 20 - - 23 29 05 - - 11 15 39 - - . - -
::) - (,) 10 17 26 45 51 72 - 13 29 35 60 - - - -
0 z 30 - - 16 21 47 - - - 31 - - - -
Q. 72 :::.. 20 - 14 30 36 61 - 16 21 47 - - - -- w 10 23 33 52 58 77 11 19 36 42 66 - - - 13 .... ......,....,.., 

(.) :30 11 22 28 04 15 39 .· 
'•. . . -- . - . . . 

J: .68 . z 20 12 20 37 . 44 67 - . 22 28 54 .. : '• . - · .. .. : 

(!) < 10 30 41 59 64 81 16 25 43 50 72 - - 14 19 w - .... 30 12 17 30 36 61 16 

~ t/) - - 21 47 - - - -
~ - 20 

~ 
27 45 52 73 - 14 29 36 61 - - - -c 63) 49 65 70 84 23 33 51 57 77 - - 20 26 1- f----..,.. 

C) ·.· 25 . ·. 38 23 . (J · .. 30 : 18 45 68 - 12 29 55 - - - . 
w 6~ z 20 25 35 54 60 78 13 20 .38 44 ., 68. . . . 15 
-, 

t-- i= 10 47 57 72 76 87 31 42 59 64 81 - 13 28 34 
en u. 30 26 33 48 54 74 13 19 32 38 63 - - - . 
0 56 ::i 20 34 45 62 67 83 20 29 47 53 74 - - 17 22 

1--
10 56 65 77 81 + 41 51 67 71 85 13 20 37 44 
30 : 36 43 57 63 80 21 28 41 48 . 70 . - . . 13 . 17 

52. ·. 20 44 54 . 69 :74 86 28 39 56 62 ao . 11 .·. 25 31 

1--
10 64 72 82 85 + 50 60 73 77 88 20 29 47 53 
30 46 54 66 71 85 31 38 52 58 77 - 11 21 27 

48 20 54 63 76 80 + 39 49 65 70 84 12 19 36 42 

1--
10 72 78 86 88 + 60 68 80 83 + 30 40 57 63 
30 57 .64 74 ,16 66 42 50 62 67 83 14 19 . 32 ... 38 

44 20 64 72 82 65 . + . 51 60 74 .77 ,88 20 29 47 53 
·. 

71 10 79 84 + + + 69 76 85 87 + 42 51 67 
1--

30 68 73 81 72 84 + 55 61 76 87 24 31 44 51 
40 20 73 79 87 89 + 62 70 81 84 + 32 42 59 64 

~ 
10 85 88 + + + 77 82 69 + + 54 63 75 79 
30 77 81 87 89 + 66 72 80 .83 + 38 45 58 63 

36 20 81 85 + + + 72 78 86 88 . + 46 56 70 74 
10 89 + + + + 84 88 + + + 66 73 82 85 

t---
30 84 87 77 81 86 88 53 60 70 + + + + 74 

32 20 87 + + + + 61 65 + + + 61 69 70 83 
10 + + + + + 69 + + .. + 76 82 88 + 

t-- 30 .... 85 88 68 73 81 84 + + + .... + + + 
28 20 + + + + + 88 + + + + 74 79 87 89 

10 + + + + + + + + + + 85 88 + + 

+ = GREATER THAN 90% • = LESS THAt'~ 10~~ 
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Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 2F- FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING BETWEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOULDER HEIGHT (~28" AND ~ 53") 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 lNCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LIFT EVERY 155 30 s 1m 5m 8h 15s 30s 1m Sm 8h 15s 30s 1m 5m 8h 

@ 
t-,--

·•·•.;a 
~ 

53 

~ 
': ·. •'', 

.5o 

30 

~10 
(11)) /(:) 

: 30 . '"':';. .·· ... ·

.•• 29 .•· 
10 

30 
20 
10 

~0 
20 .• 
'10 . 

- '. · .... ·- .. ·. '• 

:. · . . ···: :-··. 
· ~ 

... ·. . . . . 

15 

11 
21 

17 
29 

30 12 

:··.·, 
· .. •. ·. ~ - . 

.- . . ·..... ... . . ·. -
..•... ·' ·•·: ·· · =·.·· .·.· .. 

. ,· 

20 24 11 

....... -... · 

~ ~ ~t--:::.~7~ .,-j. t--:....,...,...-,-.. ,--,.•"'7.- .""". ,.,.._--,..,_...,....,....,c .•... ~~~-+--.. -... -.. ~-:--..,--~"'·· -,-... .:.2~1~.: .~ . ...,....., _.,.,.. .. .,.,... -. ·...,.·_ . ...,........,.....~-.. ·.-,-·-·...,.· ... ··,-,-... -. .. -. >~ . .•• 

~ 4~ ' or·~··~~~·,_· ·· ___ -_· ---· -· ~,5~-4~~~··+-· --· _· . _-_____ < ____ .·_· •···~···~~ri_:.r._, __ .. . _.· __________ ._ .•.. _·. --4· ·~· > 
0 ~ 30 29 14 
a.. 41 - 20 12 44 26 

~:r:~ : ;· ~~.~!~~.-,-•. ~ .... ~.-. ~.-... ~. -. ~1~~~~2~:~ •. ~!~~-... ~.~. --.~. -.. -... ~~~.-. ~ •. ~~~~ ... ~~~~-~ .. ~ .. _-.. ~ ... ·~:~ ···-,-.·,-,-·: ~c~; 
>38 .. z -~2o ·=:_ 12 >-21.-_<:ss·.: -.. - <Ja ·.:·-_:.;.~_-. -~ 

~ ____ ~~·~~~~·-·· ~~<--------~2~3--~~~8_._··~· ~~~-r-----------· -··_1~a~··_···~·~~!-+---------·---·------~17_,< 
3: a5 c~ 20 14 22 32 66 1s so 16 

10 11 18 35 47 76 18 29 63 28 

~ 32 ~ r-,-:.·.~~~.->1-·~2.:..0 - .. -.... ...:,2::.,5 ~· .•. -E .. ~:--. -. ·,:.::~:---:······~::;:6:.... ...•. +.. --•• --,-.1 . .;,..1 ...... -:· .... .,:. 1,::.8-:-: .• :-=:. ~~;-.-:. ··,:::.:::::-.~. - ... - • . • • ~-:-:. . -.. -:-:-:-:~-:-: .. ..;,. . • • . ...,.. •.: ·.,.,..· . ~. :·~::::.:-:l< 
OJ ~ ~ ~----=·~.::.~-+~· ~::.::~~-3~1 ~:..,_· ·._ •. ·...:.,;~=-· _ . ..;:: ~~~ _ . ·..;:. ~:.::.~-+----.....:..14:..,__.:;,~~.:.....· --:~.:.;-~~..::;~-· ·+-----------=1...:,1_ ...• _: . ...,··~=·~--~<· 
0 29 ~ 20 3-4 39 49 60 83 18 22 31 43 74 11 42 

r-:-:--;

;~ ··.· 

~ 

23 

~ .... 
..• 20 .. ··.· 

~ 
17 

~ 
. . : 

' 14 ·. · 

~ 

11 

.......,...,... 

8 

10 34 45 62 71 89 18 27 45 56 62 13 22 56 

30 43 52 66 14 
20 66 70 77 83 
10 67 74 84 88 

30 79 84 + 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

20 + + 
10 + 

30 1:' .+ 
20 . + 
10 • + 

30 
20 
10 

- 30 
. 20 .· 

10 .· 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ · ... ; .~ '•. •+ 

' + ·····•+ , . . + 
... 
+ 
+ 
+ 

' .. + . 
: + ... 

+ 
+ 
+ 

·+ 
+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ · .. · . .. 

+ + · 
+ ·.·+ 

+

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
·+ ·. ..... ·, 
... · .. · 

+ 
... 
+ 

. · + .... 
.+ . 

+ 

25 
51 
51 

34 
!56 
61 

50 
64 
75 

.·. ,· 12 

61 84 
73 89 17 21 
81 + 18 26 

11 43 .,·: 
. 14 ·. 23 58 

26 37 •. '7o ' 
16 26 60 
30 41 73 
44 55 81 

46 .•. · 54 ·.· .·· 68 76 + ·.· .. ·. .1-1 . . •'20 

6699 ·.· .·. 7763 : 7895··· .64 ' · •+ ;. 3,7 < ·. 41 . J~ > !~ i: ~:;: 
. 89 .• .· ·:.: : 37 : 47 ' 64 •:: ··72 ·59 ·, 

68 74 
83 86 
84 88 

83 
89 
+ 

88 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

65 .'· .. ·.ss .. :- •+ . ,. ... . 
...... · .. + . ". •, + .. 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ .. 
+ 

~ \: . 
+ .. 
+ 

.+. · .. ·. + .. ... 
+· . . + .. ·:+ . .... +· ........... ... · ... '+ 

35 44 
60 64 
61 69 
63 .· . . 70 
80 ·• < 83 
81 . 85 

85 66 
+ + 

59 68 87 
71 79 + 
80 85 + 
80 < 85. + .. 
87 ·+. :·. :.::··,.: :. · 
+ + ... . : ...... · 

+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ + + 
+ 
+ + 

+ ....... + 
+ ... • ... 
+ . ..... .. + 

..... 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ "' GREATER rriAN 90% • = LESS THAt~ 10'% 
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L5vbsh!\+tor7 13 
Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 11M- MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR CARRYING TASKS 

CARRYING 
DISTANCE 7 FEET 14 FEET 28 FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE CARRY EVERY 15s 30 s 1m 5m 8h 15s 30s 1m 5m 6h 15s 30s 1m 5m 8h 

99 43 - - - 18 50 - - - 36 - - - 22 

33 - 11 22 36 67 - - 11 21 54 - - - 15 47 __,..,..,..,.. 
94 43 - - 12 23 56 - . - 12 42 - . . - 28 

33 - 15 28 42 71 - - 15 27 60 - - 11 20 53 -
89 43 - - 17 29 62 - - - 17 49 - - - - 34 

33 14 20 35 49 75 - - 21 34 65 - 15 16 26 59 --.--
85 43 - - 22 35 66 - . 11 21 '54 . - . - - 40 

33 18 25 40 54 76 . - 26 39 70 - 19 20 32 64 -
61 43 - 14 27 41 70 - - 15 27 60 - - - 14 46 - 33 23 31 46 59 81 13 31 45 73 11 24 25 38 68 - (/) -en -

' c 77 w 43 13 19 33 47 74 . . 20 33 65 - - ·- .19 52 
z :I: 33 29 37 52 64 64 - 17 38 51 77 15 30 31 44 73 
::::) - (.) 
0 73 z 43 16 25 40 53 78 - - 26 39 69 - 13 14 25 58 

c. - 33 35 44 58 69 86 11 23 44 57 80 21 37 38 50 76 - --1- 69 1- 43 24 32 46 59 81 . 13 32 46 74 - 18 19 31 63 
J: :I: 80 . (!) 33 42 50 64 74 88 16 29 51 63 83 27 44 45 57 

iii -g 0 43 31 39 53 65 64 19 40 53 78 - 25 26 38 69 - c?J ~ w ~3) (rs) 57 69 78 37 58 69 86 34 51 52 63 83 
:I: 

+ 

1- -
0 

61 c 43 39 47 60 71 67 13 26 47. 60 82 16 32 34 46 74. 

w z 33 57 64 74 82 + 29 44 64 74 88 42 58 59 69 86 
I -

m 57 <( 43 47 55 67 76 89 19 34 55 67 85 23 41 42 54 79 

0 :I: 33 64 70 79 85 + 37 52 70 78 + 50 65 66 74 86 -
53 43 56 62 73 80 + 27 43 63 73 . 88 31 50 51 62 83 

33 70 75 83 88 + 46 60 76 83 + 58 71 72 79 + -
49 43 64 70 78 84 + 37 52 70 78 ... 41 58 59 69 66 

33 76 80 86 + + 55 66 61 66 + 66 77 78 63 + 
r---

45 43 71 76 83 88 + 47 61 76 83 + 51 67 68 76 89 

33 61 85 89 + + 64 75 85 89 + 73 82 82 87 + -
41 43 78 82 87 + + 58 70 82 87 + 61 74 75 82 + 

r--- 33 86 88 + + + 72 81 88 + + 80 86 87 + + 

36 43 85 87 + + + 70 79 88 + + 73 82 83 87 + 
33 ... + ... + + 81 87 + + + 86 ... + ... ... 

-
31 43 + + + + + 61 67 + + + 82 89 89 + + 

33 + + + + + 88 + + + + + + + + + 
-

+ = GREATER THAN 90% - = LESS THAN 10% 
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5,.) bsb. +ro VJ B 
Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 11F ·FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR CARRYING TASKS 

CARRYING 
DISTANCE 7 FEET 14 FEET 28 FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE CARRY EVERY 15s 30 s 1m 5m Bh 15s 30 s 1m sm 8h 15s 30 s 1m 5m 8h 

73 40 

-1/) 
0 z 
::J 
0 
Q. 

~ 
:'.70 .• ·. 

1----
67 

I@ 
;.,·<' 

61 

~ 

5\ 
I---

55 

-t- 46 . 
0 w ..., 
m 
0 

....___. 
43 

-
37 

-
31 

1-
28 . 

-
25 

31 
AO '. 

31 

· .. , -:· 
--. ·-._ -- ~- ..... ·. 

. ·. ': · ... 
'. ~ -. . '• · .. .. . 

21 
: .'.· . .. ..... •.·::· 

· ·:-.- : 

28 - 12 

15 40 

31 

13 

21 36 18 

40 30 27 13 

- 31 54 38 34 en 1--:'--11--:-,.,..,...,.,..,......,..,.. .. ...,..,.. . ....,..,..~____,.-:'. ~. ·. -r-..,. .. ...,..,..,..,...,..,.,..,......,.-.,...-~ ......... ··. ,..,..,. ~-r-.,.,..,....,.., . -... .,...-... ... ~.,......... .. -.. ...,.., ..,....,...,.,..,.;....,..,-~ 
w ,40 7. <. 40 36 l . . ·. . . . :20 
J: 31 - - 11 63 ·. :.. .~ - 47 " ' . ~ ·. ~ - ' 43 
0~~--------~~~;-------------~+---~~------~ z 40 50 46 29 

::::... 31 14 16 71 57 54 

t- 4o . . . . 6o ·•· - > ·.·.··•·· /_ ~j, · .. > · · ·•· '-:· · · ~ .39 · 
::J: 31 . 14 2z 2~ ;.9 . . . < 11 14 . < .· 67 . ~ . . ·~ ...• ·.~· . 1~ e; ) 
~~~--~~~-=--~r-----~~~~=+--------~~~ w 40 13 17 70 11 14 67 51 

::J: ~3~1 ~~1~8--~2~2~~3~3--~3~9--~8~5~----~--~1~8~~2~3~~7~5 ~..,....,..--~t~S--~1~5--~2~0~~7~3~ 
4o .: 13 ' 22 .· 21 16 •. • j s / 24 / 76 . , ,, ·52 > 

~ ~·~~~,~·· ~2~8_· ·•·_· · ~~~···_.~ ._;;~~s_·•~s~1 --~8~9~-------:'_.·•._.~··~·z~s_· _<~·~~··._~ _<~~~;·_0~·_;;1~2--~2~5--~2~5 __ ••~·~~d_·_c~\oo~'·~·; 
< 40 17 23 ~ 40 65 31 36 83 15 15 20 73 

J: ~3~1~-4~1~..,..4~7~~5~8~~6~3 ..,....,....,..+..,.._~_..,....,..-1~3-..,..~4~2~-4~7..,..-~8~8~~2~2~~3~7--~3~7~~4~3-..,..~8~6~ 
4() 29 - 36 A s <s4 . + . 15 .·. 44 50 ali 18 > 27 · '27 . ' 32 •·.·· .. • ....... 
31 55 60 70 ;4· .. ···· + 23 55 · 61 + 35 :i~1 >· ~1 > · 57 . .j. 

40 44 51 62 67 + 

31 68 72 80 83 + 

40 

31 

60 66 75 79 .. + 

79 82 a1 a!l · · + > 

40 74 79 85 87 

31 88 + + + 

AO 85 · 88 + + 

3~ + .. + + : 

40 

31 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

.. 
+ 

11 27 59 64 

19 38 69 73 

23 43 . 72 

34 54 ·· ao 

40 60 83 86 

51 70 88 + 

.59 .·.·· 7f) ·. 

69 . 82 . + ''.' + 

77 87 + .. 
83 + 

+ 31 41 41 47 88 

+ 50 65 65 70 + 

+ 64 

+ 78 
· ............. .. 

. ··•· 78 
+ 87 

.. 88 

+ + 

72 

86 

84 

+ 

+ 

72 

86 

84 

+ 

+ 

+ 

76 

88 

+ 

+ 

. 86 • 
·, · ... ·. 

····· .• : . . '+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ = GREATER THAN 90% · = LESS THAN 10% 
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S v bsht_·-H o t1 J3 
Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE 5M- MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BEGINNING BETWEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOULDER HEIGHT (~31" AND ~57") 

HAND 
DISTANCE ?INCHES 10 INCHES 151NCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY 15s 30 5 1m 5m 8h 15s 30 5 1m 5m 8h 15s 30s 1m 5m 

30 15 17 20 36 62 - - - 22 49 - - - -
75 20 21 25 33 51 73 - 13 19 36 62 - - -

1---
10 41 46 54 66 83 27 31 39 56 76 - - 12 27 
30 19 21 .24 41 66 . - 12 26 54 - - - . 

72 20 26 30 38 55 76 14 17 24 41 66 - - - 14 

r-- 10 46 50 58 71 85 32 36 44 60 79 - 11 16 31 
30 24 25 29 47 70 12 13 16 32 59 - - -

69 20 31 35 44 60 79 18 21 29 46 70 - - 18 

1--- - 10 51 55 63 75 ll7 37-. 41 49 64 81 12 14 20 37 
(/) 

cro ~: 31 35 52 74 (16) 17 21 37 63 - - - 11 

@ w 41 49 64 81 22 26 34 51 73 - - - 22 
:1: 10 56 60 67 78 89 42 47 54 69 84 15 18 25 42 r-- u 30 34 36 41 57 77 21 22 26 43 68 - - 15 

63 z 20 42 47 55 69 84 28 32 40 57 77 - - 13 26 - - 10 61 65 71 81 + 48 52 59 72 66 20 23 31 48 0 -I--
40 43 47 32 c w 30 62 80 26 28 49 72 - - 20 

z 60 0 20 48 52 60 73 86 34 38 46 62 80 - 12 .18 34 

::;, 1--- z 10 68 69 75 83 + 54 58 64 76 88 25 29 37 54 

0 <( 30 47 49 53 67 63 32 34 38 55 76 - - 12 26 

tl. 57 1- 20 54 58 65 76 88 40 44 52 57 83 14 17 23 40 - 10 71 73 78 86 + 59 63 69 79 89 32 35 43 59 
1- r-- ~ 30 53 55 59 72 65 39 41 45 61 79 13 .14 16 32 
::J: 54 c 20 60 64 70 80 + 47 51 58 71 85 19 22 29 47 
C'} 

(!) 10 75 77 81 88 + 65 68 74 82 .j. 38 42 50 65 w 1---
30 60 61 65 48 52 66 82 18 20 22 39 z 76 86 45 

~ 51 20 66 69 74 83 + 53 57 64 76 88 25 29 36 53 

1- 1--- 02 10 79 81 84 + + 70 73 78 85 + 45 49 56 70 

0 w 30 66 67 70 80 + 53 55 58 72 85 25 26 29 47 

w 46 ~ 20 . 71 74 79 66 + 60 64 70 80 ... 32 36 44 .60 ..., 10 82 64 67 + + 75 77 81 86 .. 53 56 63 75 
co 1--- 0 30 71 73 75 83 60 62 65 76 BB 32 34 37 + 54 

0 45 ..J 20 76 78 82 8a t· 67 70 75 83 + 40 44 52 66 
10 65 87 69 + + 79 81 84 + + 60 63 69 79 

r---- 30 76 78 BO .87 + 67 68 71 61 + 41 43 46 62 
42 20 60 62 66 .. + 72 75 79 66 .. 49 53 59 72 

1o 88 89 + + + 63 85 87 + + 67 69 74 83 r--
30 81 82 84 89 73 74 77 85 50 52 55 69 + + 

39 20 84 86 88 + + 78 80 83 69 + 57 61 67 78 

r--- 10 + + + + + 86 88 + + + 73 75 79 86 
30 85 86 67 + ... 79 80 62 66 ...... 59 61 63 75 

38 20 .88 89 .+ ·. + + 62 84 87 ... + 65 68 73 82 
10 + + ... + + 89 + + + + 78 80 84 89 r--

68 69 71 30 88 69 + + + B4 84 86 + + 81 

33 20 + + + + + 86 88 + + + 73 75 79 86 
10 + + + + + + + + + + 83 85 87 + 

1--- 30 + 86 68 89 + 75 76 78 85 + + + + + 
30 20 ... + + + + + + + + : .. 80 81 84 + 

10 + + + + + .. + + + + 87 69 + + 
1--- 82 83 84 30 + + + + + + + + + + 89 

27 20 + + + I I· + + + + + 85 86 89 + 

10 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
1--

30 + + + + + + + + + + 87 88 89 + 
24 20 + + ... .. ... + .. + + + 89 + + + 

10 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
- J. .C~~ TUAt.l -tftO/ .... 
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Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Guidelines 

TABLE SF - FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
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